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ABSTRACT 
Field data is not typically available because of data and asset value confidentiality; as a result, the dire 
need for readily available quality synthetic datasets to be used as teaching and research tools which mimic 
reality still exists for both academia and industry in order to find out ways of quantifying and reducing 
both economic and technical uncertainties surrounding modelling present day and future finds which get 
smaller and more complex. For this reason, Imperial College has decided to establish the „Imperial 
Oilfield‟ case study using the Production Forecast Uncertainty Quantification (PUNQ) Complex synthetic 
model.  
Establishment of the case study is in four parts namely, Geophysical Seismic Synthesis; Facies Modelling 
& Wireline Synthesis; Rock & Fluid Properties Synthesis; and Upscaling & Field Development Planning. 
This project focuses on synthesising the Rock & Fluid properties of the field for building the simulation 
model. In the absence of core analysis data from a real field, it describes the correlations used to 
characterise the field properties which would eventually be used for reservoir simulation. 
Proper geophysical interpretation, geological modelling, reservoir characterisation, flow simulation 
modelling and uncertainty/sensitivity analysis must be done for a better understanding of a reservoir to be 
gained and for more confident decisions to be made; The main deliverables of the work done involved (1) 
creating a fluid model to be used describing how the viscosity, density, formation-volume-factor, 
coefficient of isothermal compressibility, solution-gas-oil-ratio, bubble point pressure and reservoir 
temperature were created and written in the Eclipse100 reservoir simulator; (2) generating data from core 
analysis which contained information on wettability, relative permeability, capillary pressure in relations 
to facies-dependence; and lastly (3) remodelling the vertical permeability (PERMZ) to be more 
representative of reality.  
Conclusion of the project ensured that a simulation model ready for upscaling and field development 
planning was added to Imperial College‟s portfolio; data from a range of analogue North Sea Viking 
Graben reservoir models such as reported oil-water contact angles, oil-water surface-tension, reported 
facies appropriate lithology factors, capillary pressure, relative permeability, and kv/kh ratio; as well as 
reported correlations from literature were used to achieve this and are all referenced where applicable.  
Keywords: Correlations, Wettability, Facies-Dependence. 
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Abstract 
Field data is not typically available because of data and asset value confidentiality; as a result, the dire need for readily 
available quality synthetic datasets to be used as teaching and research tools which mimic reality still exists for both academia 
and industry in order to find out ways of quantifying and reducing both economic and technical uncertainties surrounding 
modelling present day and future finds which get smaller and more complex. For this reason, Imperial College has decided to 
establish the „Imperial Oilfield‟ case study using the Production Forecast Uncertainty Quantification (PUNQ) Complex 
synthetic model.  
Establishment of the case study is in four parts namely, Geophysical Seismic Synthesis; Facies Modelling & Wireline 
Synthesis; Rock & Fluid Properties Synthesis; and Upscaling & Field Development Planning. This project focuses on 
synthesising the Rock & Fluid properties of the field for building the simulation model. In the absence of core analysis data 
from a real field, it describes the correlations used to characterise the field properties which would eventually be used for 
reservoir simulation. 
Proper geophysical interpretation, geological modelling, reservoir characterisation, flow simulation modelling and 
uncertainty/sensitivity analysis must be done for a better understanding of a reservoir to be gained and for more confident 
decisions to be made; The main deliverables of the work done involved (1) creating a fluid model to be used describing how 
the viscosity, density, formation-volume-factor, coefficient of isothermal compressibility, solution-gas-oil-ratio, bubble point 
pressure and reservoir temperature were created and written in the Eclipse100 reservoir simulator; (2) generating data from 
core analysis which contained information on wettability, relative permeability, capillary pressure in relations to facies-
dependence; and lastly (3) remodelling the vertical permeability (PERMZ) to be more representative of reality.  
Conclusion of the project ensured that a simulation model ready for upscaling and field development planning was added to 
Imperial College‟s portfolio; data from a range of analogue North Sea Viking Graben reservoir models such as reported oil-
water contact angles, oil-water surface-tension, reported facies appropriate lithology factors, capillary pressure, relative 
permeability, and kv/kh ratio; as well as reported correlations from literature were used to achieve this and are all referenced 
where applicable.  
 
Keywords: Correlations, Wettability, Facies-Dependence. 
Introduction 
The Imperial Oilfield case study or the South Kensington Bay (SKB) field as it is often called mimics a Brent-like North Sea 
field which contains a very high level of compartmentalisation and heterogeneity on a fine scale. Prior to the creation of PUNQ 
Complex, simple PUNQ models existed and were used as research tools; results of most of the analysis on these simple models 
were not generic because the models were too simplistic and as a result, did not mimic reality
[2]
.  Part of the plan of the PUNQ 
partners is to use the complex model for further research and ultimate demonstration of the PUNQ methodology aimed at 
production forecast and uncertainty quantification, this project is a build-up on the static and dynamic modelling process.  
 
Even though the rock and fluid models built are Brent-based, the field‟s location was chosen to be in Christchurch, 
Southern England because of the exploration constraints it offers such as the presence of churches, military, holiday resorts, 
museums etc, apart from its proximity to oil refining facilities. It was chosen to make the learning process more enjoyable and 
introduce a reasonable level of difficulty during the field development phase. The reservoirs location is shown in figure 2. 
 
The PUNQ geological model contains 2,600,400 cells and has 197 layers in the z-direction. The field has 5 producing 
formations namely: Rannoch, Etive, Upper Ness, Lower Ness and Tarbert formations  based on their dominant depositional 
environments; it contains fifty-eight faults, some of which result in the compartmentalisation of the field; it is assumed that the 
5 appraisal wells (XP01, XP02, XP03, XP04, and XP05) drilled between 2000-2002 confirmed the presence of oil; the 
reservoir has a STOIIP of 104 x10
6
m3, pressured at 225bars with a flat OWC at 2265.15mTVDSS and a 20m transition zone. 
 
The aim of this study is to create the rock and fluid property information to be used for the reservoir simulation. Results 
from the analysis will be an input to the simulation process which influence production from the field as well as uncertainty 
quantification. The main deliverables of the work done involved (1) creating a fluid model (2) generating data from core 
analysis and lastly (3) remodelling the vertical permeability (PERMZ) to be more representative of reality; all of these are 
discussed separately in the appendix section of this report. Nevertheless, this paper contains a summary of the steps taken and 
results obtained. In recent years, a lot of work has been done on reservoir modelling, flow simulation and the development of 
correlations that can be used in the absence of results from actual fluid sampling, conventional routine and specialised core 
analysis to generate field data; a critical literature review on some of these works are provided and referenced. 
Imperial College 
London 
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Field Geological Description 
Structure: 
Structurally, the field is monoclinal. Plate tectonics took place in a sedimentary basin which is an exact replica of the Viking 
Graben and over geological time, the rocks began to accumulate. Figure 1 is an east-west view of the field showing the fine-
grid model structure as well as the 5 exploration wells drilled. The location of the oil-water contact at a depth of 
2265.15mTVDSS is also shown. Since it is assumed that the reservoir is an undersaturated reservoir, the gas-oil contact is not 
modelled. The dimensions of the field in m are 3000m ×11000m ×200m in the x, y and z directions respectively. The fine grid 
has dimensions of 60×220×197 cells giving each modelled grid cell a resolution of 50m×50m×1m. 
 
Figure 1: East-West View of SKB Field Showing the Fine-Grid Model Structure & Positions of All 5 Exploration Wells 
All 54 faults modelled are made vertical for the purpose of cellular model construction and it is assumed that the underlying 
Blue Lias (not modelled) is the source rock where main marine microbial activity took place before hydrocarbon migration to 
the overlying reservoir rock. The reservoir is sealed by a succession of mudstones. The field has a structural trap having a 3-
way dip closure sealed by a fault; Wells XP01 and XP05 were drilled to investigate the lateral continuity of the reservoir.  
Location: 
The field is located in Christchurch, Southern England even though its sedimentological and structural complexities are typical 
of fields in the Viking Graben and their surrounding platforms; it is worth emphasising at this point that this location was 
chosen entirely for the purpose of introducing a reasonable level of difficulty to students who would develop the field. 
Christchurch is a host to a variety of industrial, agricultural, and recreational activities and has highly enforced District Council 
environmental policies. Figure 2 is a plan view of the field with respect to its location. It can be observed on inspection, that all 
exploration wells were spudded offshore; it is assumed that a mining lease was issued by the government for these wells to be 
spudded for exploration purpose over a very short period of time as the offshore part is very environmentally sensitive. 
 
Figure 2: SKB Field Location in Christchurch  
Stratigraphy:  
Being a Middle Jurassic Brent analogue located close to the sea, SKB is designed to include the sedimentological and 
structural attributes of a field in a North Sea environment. Based on rock-type depositional environment, shale continuity, and 
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permeability-porosity correlations, the field is stratigraphically divided into 5 formations: Broom, Rannoch, Etive, Ness and 
Tarbert; each of which reflect the regressive-transgressive cycle that took place in a beach-type environment as postulated by 
Deegan and Scull
[3] 
even though Brown et al
[4]
 postulates that the basal Broom formation is genetically unrelated to the Brent. 
Starting from the bottom upwards, Broom belongs to a genetically different sequence and is thought to fill in the initial 
relief caused by fault movement
[5]
. It consists of single sheet sand with very low permeability; Being non-reservoir and only 
5m thick, it was decided that it should not be modelled. Rannoch consists of shoreface sediments deposited during the 
regressive phase; it is composed of shaley fine-grained sands with permeability increasing upwards as the sands become 
coarser. Etive, like Rannoch was deposited during the regressive phase. However, it consists of excellent quality beach/barrier 
deposits. Ness, a labyrinth-type reservoir, with the highest thickness, is deposited in a lagoonal deltaic-plain environment; it is 
divided into two by Middle Ness also referred to as the Ness Shale. The Tarbert, consists of beach/barrier sediments of 
subsequent transgressive phase that took place, it is slightly eroded and comprises of upper marine beach sand with 
comparatively low shale content
[2]
. Table 1 illustrates some of the formation properties. 
Table 1: SKB Formations with Corresponding Thicknesses, Porosities & Permeability Ranges 
Formation Zone Thickness 
(m) 
Porosity Range (%) NTG Range (%) Permeability Range kh (mD) 
Tarbert 1-35 35 12-29%;  49-100 10-800 mD;  
Ness Upper 36-85 45 15-27%;  47-100 40-2220 mD;  
Ness Middle 86-87 10 - - - 
Ness Lower 88-127 45 15-28%;  46-100 30-2140 mD;  
Etive 128-147 24 20-28%;  62-97 100-1900mD;  
Rannoch 148-197 36 12-25%;  46-96 6-600mD; 
Broom Not Modelled 5 - - - 
Facies Description: 
To model the facies distribution in each formation, all formations were studied; a detailed description of how the defined 
discriminants were applied can be found in Mancha et al
[6]
. Table 2 provides a summary of the results obtained from studying 
the resulting crossplots and histograms presented in that work. 
Table 2: Facies Description of SKB Field Using Specified Discriminants  
Formation Zone Thickness (m) % of 
Facies 
Facies 
type 
Discriminants (s) Facies Description 
 
Tarbert 
 
1-35 
 
35 
34.55 1 SWL > 0.21  Distal lower shoreface/interbedded shale and 
micaceous sandstones 
65.45 2 SWL < 0.21 Proximal lower shoreface / micaceous 
sandstones 
Ness 
Upper 
36-85 45 55.89 4 Kh< Threshold Kh
*
 Shale and Coal 
44.11 5 Kh> Threshold Kh
*
 Channel-fill, mouth-bar and crevasse-splay 
sandstones / sandstones 
Ness 
Middle 
86-87 10 100 4 Kh< Threshold Kh
*
 Laterally Continuous Shale 
Ness 
Lower 
88-127 45 75.75 4 Kh< Threshold Kh
*
 Shale and Coal 
24.25 5 Kh> Threshold Kh
*
 Channel-fill, mouth-bar and crevasse-splay 
sandstones / sandstones 
Etive 128-147 24 99.96 3 Kh> Threshold Kh
* 
Upper shoreface / clean sandstone 
Rannoch 148-197 36 54.08 1 SWL > 0.44 Distal lower shoreface/interbedded shale and 
micaceous sandstones 
45.92 2 SWL < 0.44 Proximal lower shoreface / micaceous 
sandstones 
Broom Not Modelled 5 - - - - 
* Threshold Kh=10
(2-3×NTG) 
A pie chart illustrating the proportion of the different facies in the 
reservoir is shown in Figure 3. The facies modelling process was key 
to the analysis carried out in our study since the definition of rock 
wettability, relative permeability and capillary pressure for the case of 
drainage and imbibition were facies-type dependent. The remodelling 
of the vertical permeability reported also used horizontal-permeability 
multipliers that were chosen based on facies-type. 
Using MATLAB, a 3D matrix pointer was used to identify the 
particular grid-cells belonging to the identified facies. Details of the 
codes written for this can be found in Appendix D; however, the 
pseudocode used to create the more complex code is presented in this paper. 
Figure 3: Proportion of Facies-Types across SKB 
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Results and Discussion 
Data Acquisition Using the Exploration Wells: 
Table 3 shows the various purposes of the exploration wells drilled; it includes the dates these wells were spudded. Note, the 
numbering of these exploration wells do not necessarily follow the spud dates of the wells. 
Table 3: Functions of the Exploration Wells Drilled 
Well Date 
Spudded 
Wireline Core 
(SCAL) 
Core 
(RCAL) 
Production Well 
Test 
Reservoir 
Extent Investig. 
RFT DST Fluid 
Sampling 
XP01 Jan 2002 X     X X X  
XP02 Jan 2001 X X X X   X X  
XP03 Sep 2000 X   X X  X X X 
XP04 Apr 2001 X  X  X  X X  
XP05 Mar 2002 X     X X X  
Fluid Properties: 
The fluid samples obtained from exploration well XP03 were analysed. PVT analysis carried out suggested that the fluid was 
fairly light, undersaturated and sweet (0.3% ca. Sulphur) even though not as sweet as WTI crude. Figure 4 shows the 
geothermal gradient of the field having a slope of 1.8
o
F/94.4ft indicating a rapid change of temperature and hence bubble point 
pressure with depth. The typical temperature gradient is 1.8
o
F/100ft, ours has been chosen to suggest our field has lower 
energy; this must be taken into account during the development phase. Figure 5 illustrates the Saturation Pressure-Temperature 
relationship of the field. 
  
Figure 4: Temperature Gradient of SKB   Figure 5: Pbubble-Temperature Relationship of SKB 
As can be traced from Figure 4 and 5, the initial reservoir temperature at a datum depth of 7047.9ftTVDSS and saturation 
pressure are 199.4
 o
F and 1271.6psia respectively. Other SKB reservoir and fluid properties are summarised in Table 4 and 
methods used to obtain these described. 
Table 4: SKB Reservoir and Fluid Properties 
Property Value 
Average Porosity 24% 
Average Water Saturation 0.23 
Average Permeability 680mD 
Reservoir Temperature at Datum Depth 199
o
F 
Datum Depth 7047.74ft 
Oil Water Contact 7431.59ftTVDSS 
Average Oil Column Thickness 393.7ft ca. 
Average Initial Pressure 3262.5 psia 
Bubble Point Pressure 1271.6psia 
Oil Formation Volume Factor at 1271.6psia 1.2677rb/stb 
API
o
 36
o
API 
Initial Oil Viscosity at  199.4
o
F 0.7313cP 
Initial Solution GOR 340 scf/stb 
Formation Water Salinity 25,170mg/L 
Formation Water Viscosity at 3262.5 psia 0.5634cP 
Formation Water FVF at 3262.5 psia 1.0331 
Formation Water Compressibility 3.0048x10-6/psi 
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Formation Brine Density at 3262.5 psia 63.4821 lb/ft3 
 
 
 
Formation Water Composition 
NaCl 23230 mg/l 
Na2SO4 49 mg/l 
KCl 324 mg/l 
CaCl2.2H2O 954  mg/l 
MgCl2.6H2O 544 mg/l 
BaCl2.2H20 69 mg/l 
The composition for the reservoir crude is shown in Table 5; it was chosen by tuning the crude compositions of selected 
North Sea reservoirs presented by Akervoll I. et al
[7]
 using Wytch Farm‟s dead-oil crude composition to achieve a light, yet 
undersaturated and sweet crude. The compositions in mole percent, for all 3 fields were plotted and compared on a bar chart, 
while monitoring the PVTi generated phase plot (Figure 6), ternary diagram (Figure7) and API gravity. A decision was made 
on the SKB crude composition when the chosen configuration was found to have an API gravity of 36
o
 and the operating point 
was in the single-phase region of figure 6 and 7. The bar chart used during the iterative process is shown in figure 8.  
Table 5: Molecular Composition of the Reservoir Crude 
Components Component 
Symbols 
Mole Percent (%) Weight 
fraction(percent) 
Mol Weight Spec Gravity 
Nitrogen N2     0.097   0.021 - - 
Carbon Dioxide CO2     0.060   0.021 - - 
Hydrogen Sulphide H2S     0.181   0.049 - - 
Methane C1   21.992   2.792 - - 
Ethane C2     5.831   1.388 - - 
Propane C3     4.191   1.462 - - 
I-Butane IC4     2.074   0.954 - - 
N-Butane NC4     2.973   1.367 - - 
I-Pentane IC5     3.588   2.049 - - 
N-Pentane NC5     3.865   2.207 - - 
Hexane C6     5.626   3.740 - - 
Heptane Plus C7+   49.522 83.950 214.22 0.84 
Total  100.000 100   
Defining the phase and ternary diagrams is necessary since knowledge of this is key to determining how phase changes 
occur as temperature and pressure variations take place across the field, from the reservoir to the surface along the surface 
facilities. They are thus useful in making decisions related to the design/purchase of surface facilities that can cope with any 
eventualities. In addition, these diagrams are useful in determining the type of secondary and tertiary recovery mechanisms that 
may be economical. One of such decisions that can be made for example is that, since the hydrate dissociation pressure path is 
shown, such temperatures at which it occurs must thus be avoided via insulation for example; also, as stated earlier, the organic 
matter present in the source rock is predominantly marine algae, hence waxy crudes are less likely to be present as compared to 
if plant remnants were predominant in the source rock. 
 
Figure 6: Phase Diagram of South Kensington Bay  Figure 7: Ternary Diagram of South Kensington Bay 
Combined considerations of Figure 6 and 7 as well as environmental constraints associated to the field‟s location can be 
used to make further decisions on how to go about the development of the field. 
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Oil Properties: 
It is assumed that well XP03 gave a black oil sample which was analysed critically after being pressured at appropriate 
conditions. Since no actual fluid sampling was carried out on the field, various correlations were used to obtain results; these 
results were then written as inputs into the ECLIPSE 100 simulation modelling tool. Appendix B contains a more detailed 
description of the analysis, the tabulated comparison of the different correlations available as well as codes used to implement 
the chosen correlation.   
Estimation of Bubble Point Pressure: 
Used in many other black oil property correlations, the bubble point pressure at reservoir temperature had to be determined on 
obtaining the reservoir temperature. Table 6 shows the statistics of the data used to evaluate published correlation for bubble 
point pressure
[8]
. SKB field characteristics fall within this range as can be seen in the table. 
Table 6: Statistics of Data Used To Evaluate Published Bubble Point Pressure Correlations 
Lab Measurement Symbol Minimum Median SKB Field Characteristics Maximum 
Solution GOR Rsb 10 530 340 2438 
Pbubble (psia) Pb 82 2134 3262.5 7750 
Reservoir Temperature TF 60 180 199.4 342 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity ϒAPI 6 37 36 63.7 
Separator Gas Specific Gravity ϒgsp 0.555 0.801 0.844 1.685 
Based on the ARE and AARE comparison of several correlations presented in McCain et al.
[9]
, the Valko-McCain 
correlation was chosen. The Valko-McCain correlation uses a worldwide dataset using samples from major producing areas of 
the world; Having a low ARE and AARE, it was chosen to estimate the bubble point pressure. The equations for the Valko-
McCain model are as follows: 
  0.0075Z+0.713Z+7.475=lnP 2b ………………… (1)
       

4
1
nZ=Z ………………… (2) 
3
sb
2
sbsb1 )0.0206(lnR-)0.281(lnR+)0.0378(lnR--5.48=Z ………………… (3) 
3
API
-62
API
-4
API2 ))( 4.76(10-)( )4.36(10+) 0.0449(-1.27=Z  ………………… (4) 
3
sb
2
APIAPI3 )2.34(lnR-)8.39(+) 10.84(-4.51=Z  ………………… (5) 
3
F
 -82
F
-5
F
-3
4 ) )(T1.03(10+) (T ) 1.22(10-))(T6.23(10+-0.7835=Z ………………… (6) 
Using the written code presented in appendix B, the bubble point pressure was found to be 1271.6psia. 
Estimation of Oil Viscosity: 
Correlations comparisons based on ARE and AARE
[9]
 were also used to determine the oil viscosity using Beggs and 
Robinson
[9]
 correlation since it is generally applicable below and above bubble point pressure and was developed using a wide 
range of PVT data. To establish the pressure corresponding to the dead oil viscosity obtained, Beal‟s Viscosity-Pressure[9] 
correlation was used. The applied equations are shown below. 
Figure 8: Bar Chart Used to Estimate the Molar Composition of 
South Kensington Bay’s Crude 
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Beggs and Robinson Correlation 
1-10= Xod ………………… (7) )y(T=X
-1.163
………………… (8) 
z10=y ………………… (9)
 o
0.02023-3.0324=Z  ………………… (10) 
b
odob ) a(=  ………………… (11) 
-0.515
s 100)+10.715(R=a ………………… (12) 
-0.338
s 150)+5.44(R=b ………………… (13) 
Beal‟s Viscosity-Pressure Correlation 
)0.038+)(0.024P-0.001(P+=
0.56
ob
1.6
obbobo  ………………… (14) 
Establishing this relationship gave an initial reservoir oil viscosity of 0.7313cP at 199.4
o
F, this is reasonable for a light oil 
considering that typical oil viscosities are between 0.2-50cP (heavy oils may be considerably higher reaching thousands of cP). 
Table 7 presents the statistics used to compare the various published correlations for oil viscosity
[8]
; the SKB field 
characteristics are shown in the table; they fall within the specified range used to define the correlation. The viscosity-pressure 
plot is shown in Figure 9. 
Table 7: Statistics of Data Used To Evaluate Published Oil Viscosity Correlations 
Lab Measurement symbol Minimum SKB Field parameter Maximum 
Reservoir Temperature(
O
F) T 70 199.4 295 
Pressure (psig) P 0 3247.8 5,250 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity (
O
API) ϒAPI 16 36 58 
GOR, scf/stb Rs 20 340 2070 
Oil Formation Volume Factor: 
The oil formation volume factor (FVF) at and below bubble 
point was obtained using Petrosky and Farshad FVF 
correlation
[10]
. The correlation was chosen because even 
though it was regressed from data taken from the Gulf of 
Mexico oil samples, when applied by Al-Shammasi
[11]
 to a 
global set and was found to have the lowest AARE and 
standard deviation. Figure 10 illustrates the FVF-Pressure 
plot (in red) obtained for SKB using the correlation.  
It is assumed that the obtained red plots in figure 10 and 
11 are the result of converting differential liberation results 
from laboratory to field conditions; hence the laboratory data 
had to be created. The reverse engineering approach taken to 
generate this lab data, makes use of the approach described 
by Dake
[12]
 where the FVF and GOR can be corrected using 
equations 16-20; the aim of this being to teach lab-field PVT 
parameter-conversions so that corrected results are applicable 
to field operating conditions. 
  
The Petrosky and Farshad FVF correlation states that: 
)]3.09360.24626(T+) (R )[7.2046(10+1.0113=Bo
0.5371
F0.6265
o g
0.2914
av g0.3738
s
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
………………… (15) 
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/BB
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-R=Rs ………………… (20) 
 
Table B-11 in appendix B shows the spreadsheet used to achieve reverse engineering of the laboratory data. Details on how 
this correction is done, can be found in Dake L. P
[12]
. The red solution GOR plot in figure 11 was estimated using Standing‟s 
correlation for solution gas-oil ratio below bubble point
[9]
.  
Figure 9: Viscosity-Pressure plot obtained for South Kensington 
Bay 
 
μod μob 
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 Figure 10: FVF-Pressure Plot for SKB    Figure 11: Rs-Pressure Plot for SKB 
Oil Density: 
Oil density below and above bubble point pressure was estimated using the Standing/Witte/McCain-Hill
[9]
 correlation because 
it has the lowest ARE and AARE in both cases when compared to other correlations
[9]
. The equations for the 
Standing/Witte/McCain-Hill model for pressures above and below bubble point pressures are as follows: 
 -+= Tppoo   ………………… (21)
       
spo 0.01R-52.8 ………………… (22) 
20603.00425.0
p )1000)](10(263299.0[01.0)1000)](10(181.16167.0[ PP
POPO    ………………… (23) 
475.00161.0938.0-0.951
bsT )60)](10(0233.00216.0[)06-)(T505.100302.0(
bs   T ………………… (24) 
 += ppobs   ………………… (25) 
Where  o is the estimated oil density; po is the density of the pseudoliquid created; p  is the adjustment to oil density due 
to pressure in lb/ft
3
; T is the adjustment to oil density due to temperature in lb/ft
3
; Rs is the solution gas-oil ratio 
corresponding to the pressure of interest.  
Using these equations, the oil density at initial pressure and bubble point pressure were found to be 49.048 and 48.86 lb/ft
3
 
respectively. Table 8 shows the statistics used to evaluate the published oil density correlations compared in table B-13 of 
appendix B; the corresponding SKB field parameters highlighted in green fall within the specified range used to define the 
correlation in table 8 below. 
Table 8: Statistics of Data Used To Evaluate Published Oil Density Correlations 
Lab Measurement symbol Minimum SKB Field parameter Maximum 
Reservoir Temperature(
O
F) T 74 199.4 327 
Bubble Point Pressure (psig) Pb 96.7 1271.6 6714.7 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity (
O
API) ϒAPI 11.4 36 55 
Solution GOR, scf/stb Rs 10 340 1975 
 
Figure 12 shows how the oil density varies with pressure above the bubble point pressure. 
Bod Bob 
Rsb 
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Figure 12: SKB Pressure vs. Oil Density Relationship 
Formation Brine Properties: 
Formation Brine Compressibility: 
The salinity of SKB is 25,170mg/L assuming the Brent formation water composition shown in table 4
[13]
, Osif
[14]
 correlation 
for formation water compressibility (cw) above bubble point was used to estimate the brine compressibility because on 
comparison with other correlations, it was found to have a reasonable ARE and AARE. Osif‟s correlation in particular works 
very well when field operating temperatures are within 200
o
F – 270oF, pressures of between 1000-20,000psi and when 
formation brine salinities are between 0-200,000mg/L. The correlation states that: 
403300+537T-0.5415C+7.033P= 
c
1
w
………………… (26) 
Where:   =brine compressibility; C=salinity (mg/L); P=pressure(psi); T=temperature(
o
F). 
Osif
[14] 
in his paper reported that his correlation for formation brine compressibility is independent of dissolved gas. The 
compressibility of water was found to be 3.0048x10
-6
/psi. 
Estimation of Formation Brine Viscosity: 
The formation brine viscosity was calculated in two stages. Firstly, the water viscosity was estimated at 1atm using the McCain 
correlation
[9]
: 
B
w AT= ………………… (27) 
32 S0.00872213+0.313314S+8.40564S+109.574=A ………………… (28) 
4-63-52-4 )S1.55586(10-S )5.47119(10+S )6.79461(10+0.0263951S-1.12166=B ………………… (29) 
Next, the water viscosity at reservoir pressure was calculated by adjusting the water viscosity at 1atm using the correlation 
presented by Matthews and Russel in 1967
[15]
: 
29-5-
w1
w P )3.1062(10+P )4.0295(10+0.9994= 


………………… (30) 
Where:   =water viscosity(cP);    =water viscosity at 1atm (cP); S=salinity (wt%); P=pressure(psi); T=temperature(
o
F). 
The brine viscosity was found to be 0.5634cP at 3262.5psia. Typical formation water viscosities are in the range of 0.5-1.0cP 
and are usually lower than that of oil 
[16]
 from the correlations used for the fluids. Thus far, this seems to be the case for SKB. 
Formation Brine FVF: 
McCain‟s correlation[17] for the estimation of formation volume factor of water, Bw was used to estimate the formation volume 
factor of the formation water; it states that: 
  ) V+(1  ) V+(1=B wTwpw ………………… (31) 
2-7-4-2
wT T )5.50654(10+T )1.33391(10+)-1.0001(10=V ………………… (32) 
2-10-72-13-9
wP p )2.25341(10-p )3.58922(10-T p )1.72834(10-pT )0-1.95301(1=V ………………… (33) 
ρod ρob 
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Where: wB =water formation volume factor; p=pressure; wTV & wPV are functions; T=temperature(
o
F); 
The initial formation volume factor of the formation water was found to be 1.0331rb/stb. 
Formation Brine Density: 
McCain‟s correlation [18] for the estimation of formation water density )( W  was used to estimate this parameter; it states that: 
2-3 )S1.60074(10+0.438603S+62.368W ………………… (34) 
Where: W =water density; S=salinity (wt%); the density of the formation water was found to be 63.481 lb/ft
3
. 
Simulation Inputs: 
On successfully applying the correlations described, the parameters obtained had to be fed as input into the simulator. 
ECLIPSE100 was the reservoir simulator used. A summary of all the fluid properties obtained from the described correlations 
including the formation water composition can be found in Table 4 and the ECLIPSE input deck used can be found in 
Appendix F. 
Rock Properties: 
In a similar way to which the fluid properties were estimated, using information available on the Brent and similar North Sea 
fields, some of the rock properties were estimated. Reservoir compaction and surface subsidence affect hydrocarbon recovery 
[18]
.  Results from this analysis were also fed in as input to the simulator. 
It is assumed that some of the rock properties were obtained on carrying out a routine and specialised core analysis using 
rock samples from well XP02 and XP04. In the paper presented by Schutjens et al.
[18]
, actual laboratory data on core samples 
from Brent and Statfjord reservoirs are presented; uniaxial compaction experiments at room temperature and in-situ stress 
conditions were performed and results presented.  
For Brent samples having porosities between 6%-30%, a constant compressibility was observed with increasing effective 
stress/linear compaction. Also, on microscopic analysis on the Brent samples, no evidence for compaction induced change in 
microstructure was found
[18]
; hence the ROCKCOMP instruction was not written in the simulator. Thus, at a reference pressure 
of 482.8psi, the rock compressibility of 4.35×10
-5
 bar
-1
 (3×10
-6
psi
-1
) is assumed for all facies based on the results presented in 
the paper
[18]
. Typical formation compressibilities range between 3×10
-6
 and 15×10
-6
 psi
-1
; certain reservoirs found with a high 
compressibilities would encounter a significant reduction in the pore channels of the formation making it difficult for fluids to 
be transmitted to wells
[19]
. 
Wettability: 
Relative permeability and capillary pressure (Pcap) are of paramount importance to simulation since they control the movement 
of fluids through the reservoir in the presence of other fluids as well as the initial distribution near the OWC. The parameters 
are normally linked together because both are wettability- and facies- dependent. It is assumed that the relative permeability 
and capillary pressures reported in this paper are results of the specialised core analysis carried out on well XP02. 
The wettability of a rock can either be evaluated experimentally or estimated quantitatively; whichever the method used, 
much caution must be applied. Eighteen methods for estimating rock permeability are presented in the book written by 
Honarpour M. et al.
[20]
. In order to define the wettability of the reservoir, interpolation of the contact angle method was done 
due to the absence of cores for actual laboratory experimentation. A water- to mixed- wet system was believed to be more 
realistic. The nomograph used to specify various parameters in the analysis are shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Nomograph Used to Estimate the Saturation Curves adapted from Rose W.  et al 
[1]
. 
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Relative Permeability: 
Five normalised relative permeability curves were obtained for the five facies obtained during the facies modelling process. A 
wettability range between water-wet and mixed-wet was achieved by assuming lithology factors of analogue sands/shale found 
in the paper presented by Brooks and Corey
[21]
. Other relative permeability correlations such as that presented by Gomaa, 
Honarpour et al., Spline interpolation, and exponential fit
[20]
 were considered but due to the fact that Brook- Corey correlation 
for relative permeability could be transformed to obtain capillary pressure (Pcap) curves, it was chosen. A brief description of 
the facies is presented. Table 9 shows the wettability, quality and lithology factors for each Facies-type used to obtain the 
relative permeability curves.  
Facies 1: 
Comprising of distal lower shoreface/interbedded shale and micaceous sandstones, facies1 constitutes 34.55% and 54.08% of 
the Tarbert and Rannoch formations respectively
[6]
. It was decided that a lithology factor of 2 was assigned to it in analogue to 
the work on similar facies by Brooks-Corey
[21]
. For this facies-type, a water-wet wettability was achieved as intended using the 
Brooks-Corey
[21]
 relative permeability correlation. 
Facies 2: 
Facies 2 is defined as proximal lower shoreface / micaceous sandstones; on the whole, this facies-type comprises 18% of the 
reservoir (see Figure 3). It describes the facies in Tarbert and Rannoch that is not Facies 1. Analysis on this facies-type 
suggests a water to mixed wet wettability, its lithology factor was chosen to be 2.9
[21]
. 
Facies 3: 
Comprising of upper shoreface / clean sandstone, this excellent reservoir quality sand was only found in the Etive formation. A 
mixed-wet wettability was required. A lithology factor of 3.7
[21]
 was assigned to this sand-type considering its excellent 
quality. 
Facies 4: 
Shale and Coal were represented by Facies 4. These facies were characterised by very low permeability and porosities. 
Considering the low quality of these facies-types, a comparatively low lithology factor of 1.2
[21]
 was assigned to it. 
Facies 5: 
Only found in the Ness formation is the channel-fill, mouth-bar and crevasse-splay sandstones / sandstones describing Facies 
5; 44.11% of Ness Upper comprises of facies 5 while the lower Ness has this facies-type constituting 24.25% of its facies. It 
was decided that a lithology factor of 3
[21]
 be assigned to it because of its very good quality. 
The normalised relative permeability curves obtained for the facies-types are shown in Figure 14; in the simulator, these 
normalised curves were scaled to the Swc, Sorw, kroe and krwe endpoints allocated to each of the 2,600,400 grid cells using 
the ENDSCALE option. The Brooks-Corey
[21]
 correlation shown below, was used to obtain the curves: 
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Table 9: Relative Permeability Curve Parameters for the Different Facies-Types 
Facies Quality Ranking Desired Wettability    
F1 ** Water-wet 2 
F2 *** Mixed-wet 2.9 
F3 ***** Mixed-wet 3.7 
F4 * Water-wet 1.2 
F5 **** Mixed-wet 3.1 
 
On inspection of the curves it can be observed that the intersection points where krw=kro occur, are to the right of Sw=0.5 as 
shown by the arrow directions. Craig
[22]
 in his paper reported that the less oil wet a rock is, the more deflected to the right hand 
side the intersection points would be from the 50% Sw marker; our results are in agreement with this. The intersection point 
where krw=kro is principally determined by the chosen lambda ( ) value.  
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               Figure 14: Brook-Corey Normalised kr-Sw Chart   Figure 15: Facies-Type Allocation for SKB (SATNUM) 
On inspection of the kroe, krwe, Sorw and Swc endpoints with respect to RQI however, it was observed that the residual oil 
saturation increased rather than decreased for the water- to mixed- wet system which is intended as suggested by McGhee et al 
[23]
; this was corrected for by simply reversing the mathematical trend relating Sor to RQI. The original PUNQ model was 
aimed at having an oil-wet to a mixed wet system, hence this had to be reversed. It was also observed that when plotted on a 
histogram, the distribution of Swc and Sorw had some re-occurring values at which it peaked for facies 1 & 4. These were 
corrected for by (1) inspecting both histograms of facies 1 and 4 and (2) keeping all non-peaking values constant while 
'peaking' values were varied to a uniform distribution of random rational numbers with a uniform distribution span of 0.04. The 
same set of relative permeability curves were assumed for both imbibition and drainage. The facies-types are shown in figure 
15 and 17. Notice that in both pictures, the cell allocated to each facies-type is the same irrespective of whether it is for 
SATNUM or IMBNUM assignment; this is because the SATNUM and IMBNUM functions are simply used to assign the 
different saturation tables to the grid block. 
Ten cases of the endpoint scaled curves were taken and reversed engineered in order for prospective students to learn to 
correct „rough-looking‟ relative permeability curves; these cases were assumed to be for ten different core plugs. Air, brine and 
oil absolute permeabilities were provided for each of the plugs so that various quality-checking measures would be applied to 
judge if the particular case (core plug) was of good, moderate or poor quality. Details of this and results can be found in 
Appendix C.  
Capillary Pressure: 
Capillary pressure is one of the important variables in obtaining a good history match
[24]
. In addition to this, it helps in the 
determination of relative permeability correlations and helps in the investigation of the hysteresis effect which affects fluid 
flow during reservoir simulation. Hawkins et al.
[25] 
developed a correlation for estimating capillary pressure of a mercury/air 
system; this can then be converted to an oil-water system using the capillary pressure transforming equation in equation 39. 
]
cos 
cos 
[P= P
Hg/wHg/w
o/wo/w
Hg/wo/w

 ………………… (39) 
They suggested that for a mercury/air system, the capillary pressure can be calculated using the formulae:
dwgc logP+)S-/ln(1-F=logP ………………… (40) 
303.2/)]
5.21k
[ln(=F 2
0.1254
a
g

………………… (41) 
)k937.8/(=P
0.3406
ad  ………………… (42) 
In the absence of any actual SCAL data, capillary pressure data was synthesised. Firstly, a decision was made on the 
desired height above free water level (FWL) defining the transition zone; this was chosen to be 20m with reference to the 
OWC at a depth of 2265.15mTVDSS. This value (20m) was used for the facies with lowest permeability-facies4, considering 
that with decreasing permeability, the height at which connate water exists increases
[1]
. The capillary pressure curves created 
were created for each facies-type from the generated Brooks-Corey relative permeability curves using the linking correlation 
presented by Brooks and Corey
[21]
. In the Brooks and Corey paper, the effective water saturation was defined to be:
 )
P
P
(=S
 c
e*
w
………………… (43) 
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Rewriting this, 
]
)log(S
-)[log(P
c
*
w
d
10=P  ………………… (44) 
But from the description of the Leverett-J-Function: 
K
)
C
)cos(
() )(J(S(lim=P w1Swd

 ………………… (45) 
Where  )(J(Slim=P w1Swd  : the dimensionless entry Leverett-J-function as Sw tends to 1; θ: Contact angle in Degrees; φ: 
fractional porosity; K: absolute permeability (mD); σ: oil-water surface tension in dynes/cm. 
The paper by Rose and Bruce 
[1] 
evaluated the capillary character for eight reservoir rocks some of which are similar to 
those present in South Kensington Bay; the limits of the J-functions to which Sw tends to 1 were obtained based on the results 
from the paper for the 5 different facies-types. Schneider
[24] 
in his paper suggested that the oil/water surface tensions typically 
range between 15-35 for most sands depending on their quality. Rose et al
[1] 
demonstrated the influence of varying surface 
tension, contact angle, permeability, and porosity on capillary pressure determination and suggested that 
value
w1Sw
k
1
 )(J(Slim 
. Bearing this in mind, the inputs to equations 43-45 were chosen. These values chosen to generate 
the drainage and imbibition curves are tabulated in Table 10. The constant surface-tension chosen assumes the absence of 
segregation property of the oil. 
Table 10: Input Parameters Used To Obtain the Primary Drainage & Imbibition Pc Curves for All Facies-Types 
Facies Desired 
Wettability  
Quality 
Ranking 
     
    
       k_value         
(Drainage) 
    
(Imbibition) 
F1 Water-wet ** 2 0.12 69.4 30 46 69 
F2 Mixed-wet *** 2.9 0.18 30.9 30 71 94 
F3 Mixed-wet ***** 3.7 0.35 8.2 30 90 113 
F4 Water-wet * 1.2 0.1 100 30 0 7 
F5 Mixed-wet **** 3.1 0.31 10.4 30 84 107 
Figure 16 shows the drainage and imbibition curves used to model capillary pressures in the simulator. As expected, the 
lowest entry pressure is observed for the relatively higher quality sands. Also, observed that the drainage capillary pressures are 
greater than the those required for imbibition; this is logical because it suggests that a larger pressure differential  between the 
nonwetting and wetting  phases would be required at a given saturation to expel the wetting phase than to imbibe it
[19]
. As in 
the case of the normalised relative permeability curves, each capillary pressure curve was endpoint scaled to residual 
saturations and assigned to each of the 5 facies-types by applying matrix indexing on the grid property array. The pseudocode 
used to achieve this is described next, the more detailed code written to achieve this can be found in appendix D.  
   
 
Pseudocode used for „Matrix Indexing‟ on a Facies-facies basis: 
CREATE EMPTY MATRIX 
         /* Read ‘InputArray’ and linearise it into a unit vector using a counter; this counter must have the rows and columns set  to 
required values; this linearising process is necessary to ensure that when allocating the cell values to rows, columns and   pages, the 
Figure 17: Facies-Type Allocation for SKB (IMBNUM) 
 
Figure 16: Pcap Primary Drainage & Imbibition vs. Effective Water 
Saturation 
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correct values were used. Rows = no. of cells in y-; Columns= no. of cells in x-; Pages= no. of cells in z-. 
 array EMPTYarray: Array to store the results in 
 integer ArrayWidth: width of the matrix (# of cells in the x-direction) referred to as columns 
 integer ArrayHeight: height of the matrix (# of cells in the y-direction) referred to as rows 
 integer ArrayValue: Matrix Index or location of the cell in the 60x220x197 corresponding to the sought facies-type */ 
Initialize integer parameter values for the EMPTYarray header: ArrayHeight, ArrayWidth and InputArray  
       /*Adjust/arrange the input array as intended into rows (y-), columns (x-) and pages (z-)*/  
 if the parameter values have been received correctly 
   Go to next function routine ApplyDescriminant ( ) 
 else 
   Flag an Error 
   Go to initialize parameter values: row, column and page value 
 Endif 
      /* Creates an Empty array to put the results in; One element in the array corresponds to an ArrayValue /cell position in the grid */ 
Use matrix indexing to find the cells which answer ‘true’ to the applied discriminating filter. 
 routine find_location ( ) 
      /*Checks if the output value is a logical value or double */ 
if the output is a double 
Extract the Matrix locations in MS Excel and assign it to any array of interest such as ‘SATNUM’, 
‘IMBNUM’ and ‘PERMZ’ etc. 
 elseif the output is a logical value 
Convert to a double and Extract the Matrix locations in MS Excel and assign it to any array of interest 
such as ‘SATNUM’, ‘IMBNUM’ and ‘PERMZ’ etc. 
 else Flag an Error 
   Go back to Generate EMPTY Matrix Array step 
 Endif 
        */  
Capillary pressure information for nineteen samples was created in order for lab to reservoir conversions to be made as well as 
the transition zone calculation to be carried out using samples from facies 4. In addition, creation of this data was aimed at 
quality checking the wireline interpreted saturations using Leverett calculated saturations, J(Sw). In the absence of the 
resistivity log generated Sw however; the analysis for this latter step was not done.  Details of the method used to generate the 
data for the different samples and results can be found in Appendix C.  
PERMZ Correction: 
The original PERMZ concluded for the PUNQ model was simply a 0.1 multiplier of the horizontal permeabilities, PERMX or 
PERMY where PERMX=PERMY; we decided to change this by using different multipliers for different facies-types that are 
more realistic and justifiable. Identification of the facies-dependent grid cells were made possible by applying the 
discriminating „facies‟ filters (in table 2) and matrix indexing in MATLAB and on running the simulation and viewing in 
Petrel, a change was observed. Comparing Figure 18 and Figure 19 for instance for the same layer 91 belonging to the lower 
Ness shows the difference. Justification of the new multipliers used is given; these multipliers were then applied to the matrix 
indices identified using the pseudocode described in the previous section.  More details on how this was achieved can be found 
in Appendix D. 
Facies 1 (“distal lower shoreface”): kv/kh = 0.001 
Thin (1s-100s cm), laterally extensive mudstones interbedded with micaceous sandstone beds greatly reduce kv (by several 
orders of magnitude) based on the work presented by Hampson
[26]
. 
 
Facies 2 (“proximal lower shoreface”): kv/kh = 0.1 
Micaceous sandstone beds are stacked vertically (i.e. are not separated by mudstones), but internally the sandstone beds contain 
pervasive mm-scale layering defined by mica concentrations. Mica is a platy mineral, and its abundance along the mm-scale 
layers reduces kv by about one order of magnitude. Note that this mm-scale mica layering is also present in the sandstone beds 
in facies 1, but the mudstones introduce more significant heterogeneity in this facies. For more details, see
[27]
 :  
 
Facies 3 (“upper shoreface, foreshore and barrier island complex”): kv/kh = 1 
Generally well-sorted, non-micaceous sandstones with a relatively isotropic texture. Some heterogeneity, related to cross-
bedding for example exists but typically less than an order of magnitude variability between kv and kh in core plugs hence 
kv/kh ratio was chosen to be 1
 [26]
. 
Facies 4 (“shale and coal”): kv/kh = 0.001 
Essentially non-reservoir. “Shale” facies are characterised by abundant laterally extensive and laminated mudstones that 
greatly reduce kv by several orders of magnitude
 [26]
. 
 
Facies 5 (“channel-fill, mouth bar and crevasse-splay sandstones”): kv/kh = 1 
This facies is a bit of a “bucket” geologically speaking. The best quality rock is contained within moderately sorted, cross-
bedded sandstones with fairly isotropic textures at core-plug scale in channels (kv/kh ~ 1). Crevasse-splay sandstones form thin 
sheets of similar texture (kv/kh ~ 1). Mouth bar sandstones are moderately micaceous and contain variable amounts of thin 
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mudstone partings (kv/kh ~ 0.01-0.1), but they occur in relatively small and discontinuous bodies. Careful inspection of the 
fine-scale model shows  that the channel-fills are the most abundant “sub-facies” , as lots of channel geometries exist in slices 
through the model (hence the decision to use kv/kh = 1 as a “mean” value). A more detailed analysis of a range of sand-body 
types and their distribution can be found in the paper by Livera et al
[28]
. 
 
Figure 18: PERMZ for Layer 91 of Ness Lower (old)    Figure 19: PERMZ for layer 91 of Ness Lower (new) 
Conclusion and Future Recommendations 
In this work we applied different applicable correlations required to build the simulation model for the Imperial Oilfield case 
study named South Kensington Bay. It was assumed that even though the field is synthetic, the reported results are 
representative of actual core analysis and fluid sampling processes. The earlier stated deliverables were achieved: 
1. A detailed description of how the fluid viscosity, density, formation-volume-factor, coefficient of isothermal 
compressibility, solution-gas-oil-ratio, bubble point pressure and reservoir temperature were created including all 
MATLAB and ECLIPSE100 codes written to achieve this was presented. This paper contains the summary of the 
methodology and results obtained from the analysis. 
2. An explanation of how data from SCAL analysis such as information on wettability, relative permeability, capillary 
pressure considering hysteresis and their facies-dependence was provided. Where necessary, the endpoints in the model 
had to be remodelled to achieve a water-wet to mixed –wet system.  
3. For the FVF and GOR, reverse engineering had to be done, converting the field values to laboratory values in order for 
prospective students working on the field to learn how to correct/convert laboratory obtained values to field conditions. 
4. PERMZ was remodelled to be more representative of geological reality by using more applicable justifiable multipliers. 
The Imperial Oilfield Case study is aimed at being an example data set for learning and teaching in both academia and 
industry. Hence, more work and ongoing research is still put into it seeking methods that would improve the quality of the fine-
scale model; the work reported is a contribution to achieving this, however there is still room for further work in the future. 
Recommendations for further work include, but not limited to: 
1. Addition of Gaussian noise to the chosen permeability multipliers in such a way that a sharp discontinuous contrast does 
not exist between adjacent cell boundaries of different facies-types. 
2. Volumetric and sensitivity analysis should be carried out on the field to aid in the quantification of uncertainty associated 
to the modelling process. The sealing potential of the faults should be investigated as these would have a major impact on 
acting as barriers to flow. 
3. Application of hysteresis effect should be applied to the relative permeability curves as well.  
Nomenclature 
cbf =shrinkage factor from flashing the oil through the appropriate surface separator;      Pe=Bubbling pressure, psi; 
 =Lithology factor of facies, dimensionless; Rs=Solution gas-oil ratio, scf/stb;                           IMBNUM: Imbibition Number; 
Sw
*
=Effective water saturation, fraction; Sow
*
=Effective oil saturation, fraction;           WTI: West Texas Intermediate;
c*=compressibility, 1/psi; FVF or B*= Formation Volume factor, rb/stb;            SATNUM: Saturation Number; 
PERMZ: Permeability in the –z direction i.e. Vertical permeability;                             SKB: South Kensington Bay; 
J(Sw): the Leverett-J function calculated saturation;             SCAL: specialised core analysis; 
cbd =shrinkage factor from differential liberation;                           Bod= Differential Liberation FVF, rb/stb; 
TF=Formation Temperature, 
oF; μ= viscosity, cP;              OWC=Oil Water Contact; 
Po/w=Oil-Water capillary pressure, psi;                          σo/w =Oil-Water surface tension, dynes/cm; 
θo/w =Oil-Water contact-angle, degrees;                                                     AARE: Average Absolute Relative Error; 
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APPENDIX A: CRITICAL LITERATURE REVIEW 
A-1. MILESTONES IN BUILDING THE SIMULATION MODEL OF A RESERVOIR 
 
 SPE 
Paper n 
Year Title Authors Contribution 
1 SPE 
1085-PA 
1965 Wettability as Related to Capillary 
Action in Porous Media 
Melrose J.C First to investigate the role wettability 
plays on capillary action in porous media 
using capillary tube model. 
2 JIDD 
4855 
1966 Properties of Porous Media 
Affecting Fluid Flow. 
Brooks R.H 
Corey T.C 
Presents new methods for measuring 
certain pertinent properties of the porous 
media concerned with fluid flow. 
3 SPE 
2941 
1972  Evolution of Capillarity and 
Relative Permeability Hysteresis 
Colonna J. 
Brissaud F. 
Millet J.L. 
Defines a theoretical experimental model 
that predicts hydrodynamic 
characteristics of a porous formation.  
4 SPE 
8123 
1978 Reservoir  Development Planning for 
the Forties Field 
Hillier G.R.K. 
Cobb R.M.C.                  
Dimmock P.A 
Describes the rock and fluid properties of 
Forties, a Viking Graben field. 
5 SPE 
12127 
1983 Multiphase Flow in Porous Media: 
III Oil Mobilization, Transverse 
Dispersion and Wettability 
Mohanty K.K. 
Salter S.J. 
 
Developed a technique to generate well 
controlled mixed wettability in 
sandstones. 
6 SPE 
12160 
1983 Brent Field 3-D Reservoir Simulation Tollas J.M 
Sayers J.R. 
Describes the rock and fluid properties of 
Brent, a Viking Graben field. 
7 SPE 
18571-
PA 
1991 Reservoir- Fluid Property 
Correlations-State of the Art 
McCain W.D Jr. 
 
Illustrates how to use certain available 
field data to estimate other fluid 
properties. 
8 SPE 
18386-
PA 
1992 The Use of Routine and Special 
Core Analysis in Characterizing 
Brent Group Reservoirs UK North 
Sea 
Stiles J.H. Jr 
Hutfilz, J.M. 
Develops a technique to identify different 
porosity / permeability relationships 
within a well. Discusses Brent relative 
permeability curves. 
9 CIM 
93-54 
1993 Reservoir Fluid Sampling and 
Recombination Technique for 
Laboratory Experiments. 
Strong J. 
Thomas F. 
Bennion D. 
Reviews subsurface & surface sampling 
techniques of oil and gas reservoirs. 
10 SPE 
113386 
2008 Capillary Pressure and Relative 
Permeability of Small Cores 
Olafuyi O.A. 
Cinar Y. 
Knackstedt M.A. 
Pinczewski W.V 
Presents the results of drainage capillary 
pressure and relative permeability 
measurements made on cores of different 
cores. 
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SPE 1085-PA (1965) 
Wettability as Related to Capillary Action in Porous Media 
Author: Melrose J.C 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Investigates the role wettability plays on capillary action in porous media using a capillary tube model. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To illustrate the importance of the complexity of the geometrical shapes of the individual 
interconnected pores when investigating capillary action in porous media. 
2. To analyse wettability as related to capillary action in porous media. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. The ideal soil model introduced by soil physicists is discussed in detail. 
2. This model predicts that the pore structure of typical porous solids will lead to hysteresis effect in 
capillary pressure even if a zero-contact angle is maintained. 
3. The model is then generalised to situations in which the contact angle takes values between 0-40o. 
4. For the imbibition branch of the capillary pressure function, the model predicts a different path from 
that which usually assumes a „cosθ‟ relationship.    
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. According to results obtained on application of the model, it is possible that a displaced wetting phase 
will not be able to re-imbibe, even when the contact angle does not exhibit hysteresis. 
2. Suggests that there is a striking deviation of the dependence of the imbibition curvatures on contact 
angle from that predicted using a capillary tube model. 
3. Curves for the square array show the stronger effect and it is indicated that capillary pressure may 
even change sign for values of the contact angle of the order of 40
o
. 
4. Should a situation arise in which, after a non-wetting-phase fluid has invaded a porous medium, the 
displaced wetting phase cannot successfully re-imbibe. 
 
Comments 
The porous media investigated upon is not described in detail. Details such as the geological location of 
the media investigated as well as characteristics of the media could have been mentioned. However, the 
conclusions reached served as a guide in making decisions on contact angles and lithology factors for the 
different facies-types.  
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JIDD 4855 (1966) 
Properties of Porous Media Affecting Fluid Flow. 
Authors: Brooks R.H; Corey T.C. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Presents new methods for measuring certain pertinent properties of the porous media concerned with two-
phase fluid flow especially applicable to petroleum technology. 
 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To proffer analytical solutions to engineering flow problems with reference to flow above and below 
the water table. 
2. To present some general theoretical relationship between the variables related to two-phase 
immiscible flow and determine from these relationships certain characteristic properties of porous 
media. 
3. To describe new methods for measuring these pertinent properties. 
 
 
Methodology used: 
1. To achieve the set objectives, the methodology used is only concerned with the substantial flow of 
fluids in bulk at relatively high saturations. 
2. Brings together well-established theories and facts developed for flow of two immiscible fluids such 
as air-oil, air-brine, mercury-air, oil-brine etc in porous solids. 
3. Extends these established theories and facts to generate empirical correlations linking relative 
permeability and capillary pressures from first principles. 
4. Using the experimental data, certain properties of the porous media were determined and their 
physical significance evaluated. 
 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Experimental results showed: 
a. The relationship between effective saturation (S*) and capillary pressure (Pc) is valid for 
both unconsolidated and consolidated media. 
b. The way parameters such as bubbling pressure (Pe), pore-size distribution index ( ), and 
residual saturation (Sr) could be determined. 
c. A comparison between the theory and the experimental data. 
2. The derived Brook-Corey Equations are generic to the extent that they may be applied to any media of 
any pore-size distribution that satisfy the proposed relationship between capillary pressure and 
saturation. 
3. Experiments conducted on unconsolidated and consolidated media verified the empirical relationship 
between capillary pressure and saturation. 
 
 
Comments 
The theory/data presented does not consider the slow migration of liquid at saturations less than field 
capacity. The correlations linking relative permeability and capillary pressure were useful for generating 
the saturation-curves discussed. 
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SPE 2941 (1972) 
Evolution of Capillarity and Relative Permeability Hysteresis 
Authors: Colonna J.; Brissaud F.; Millet J.L. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Continues an experimental study undertaken by Gaz de France and represents a further attempt to develop 
a greatly simplified model that can account for the usual behaviour. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To define a theoretical experimental model that predicts hydrodynamic characteristics of a porous 
formation. 
2. To study systematically the effects of alternate displacements of water and gas on the hydrodynamic 
characteristics of the rock. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Measures the distribution of the liquid and gas phases in the porous medium and the corresponding 
permeabilities in relationship with the available capillary pressures. 
2. Presents a schematic representation of the behaviour of the porous medium based on experimental 
results. 
3. The model is designed to use a minimum number of measurements and to take into account all 
circumstances surrounding the evolution of the formations hydrodynamic characteristics.   
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Single phase upscaling to calculate the effective permeability is the most widely used and best 
understood form of upscaling. 
2. The two most common single-phase approaches include:  
 Direct methods/pressure solver methods 
 Hierarchical methods such as renormalisation. 
3. The size and shape of grid blocks affect the upscaled result. 
4. With care, single-phase upscaling is a very effective tool in improving the quality of simulation studies 
because it provides much closer links to detailed geological methods. 
5. Multiphase upscaling techniques are still really in the development stage with no significant field 
applications yet although codes and algorithms exist to produce effective relative permeability from 
fine scale model 
 
Comments 
Additional experiments are needed to check completely the validity of these solutions. Such experiments 
would be quite delicate because of the high degree of precision required on all operations since the 
duration and the repetitive nature of these operations would lead to an accumulation of small error that 
would not be compatible with the accuracy expected on the results. 
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SPE 8123 (1978) 
Reservoir Development Planning for the Forties Field 
Authors: Hillier G.R.K.; Cobb R.M.C.; Dimmock P.A 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Describes the rock and fluid properties of Forties, a Viking Graben Field. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To compare the initial development plan and subsequent development of the Forties Field. 
 
2. To show how the geological model was modified by results of development drilling. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. A model of sand distribution was constructed from available appraisal well and seismic data. Three 
significantly different areas of sandstone development were identified within the field. 
a. Central and Northern area having very good reservoir characteristics and potential aquifer 
support. 
b. Western area having good reservoir development, but subject to more variability. 
c. Southern and South-eastern having very poor sand development. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. A summarised reservoir history and predicted performance is compared using reported rock and fluid 
properties in the reservoir simulator. 
 
2. Comparison of the history and predicted performance suggests that, depending on the future water 
production rate, it may be possible to inject less water. Alternatively, an extension of the plateau level 
may be possible. 
 
Comments 
At the present time, the effect the rate of increase of produced water from the reservoir has is not yet 
quantified. The rock and fluid properties reported in the paper were used as a benchmark for comparing 
results obtained from the correlations used. 
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SPE 12127 (1983) 
Multiphase Flow in Porous Media: III Oil Mobilization, Transverse Dispersion and Wettability 
Authors: Mohanty K.K.; Salter S.J. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Developed a technique to generate well controlled mixed wettability in sandstones. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To calculate transverse dispersion and residual oil saturation at high capillary number floods in 
strongly wet media and many transport properties such as capillary pressure (Pcap), relative 
permeability (kr) and mixing parameters in mixed wet media. 
2. To extend the scope of pore-level model to the calculation of residual saturation as a function of 
capillary number and transverse dispersion in completely wet media. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Model predictions are compared with experimentally obtained values of transport coefficients. 
 
2. Extends the scope of pore-level model to the calculation of residual saturation as a function of 
capillary number and transverse dispersion in completely wet media. 
 
3. Further extends the resulting model to porous media that are not uniformly wetted by either fluid. 
 
4. Uses results to illustrate the effect of wettability on transport properties of a rock. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. The transverse dispersion coefficient in a strongly wetting medium is 4 to 100 times smaller than the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The transverse dispersion coefficient us a function of saturation 
and is the highest at some intermediate saturation where the longitudinal dispersion coefficient is also 
a maximum. 
 
2. The capillary pressure curve for a mixed-wet medium can be quite different from the curve for either 
strongly wet or mixed wet media. Both fluids imbibe spontaneously into a mixed-wet rock but only to 
a certain extent. 
 
3. The kr curves for mixed-wet media lie between those for water-wet and oil-wet media except in the 
vicinity of residual saturations. 
 
4. The residual oil saturation in a mixed-wet rock is lower than the residual oil saturation in an oil-wet 
rock, and the residual water saturation in a mixed-wet rock is lower than that of a water-wet rock 
under identical flooding conditions.   
 
5. In completely water-wet media, residual oil saturation decreases sharply above some critical capillary 
number and decreases to zero at capillary numbers 100 times higher. 
 
Comments 
The information obtained from this paper was key to remodelling the saturations of SKB to meet the 
specification of a water-wet to mixed-wet system. 
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SPE 12160 (1983) 
Brent Field 3-D Reservoir Simulation 
Author: Tollas J.M; Sayers J.R. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Describes the rock and fluid properties of Brent, a Viking Graben Field. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To discuss the many challenges met by the reservoir engineer. 
 
2. To describe 3-D simulation studies of the whole field which have confirmed the basic plan for a 
pressure maintenance development by water injection. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Presents the many challenges met by the reservoir engineer. 
 
2. Discloses the achievable rate obtained from the reservoir simulator using the rock and fluid property 
inputs discussed. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Oil zone depletion could occur by the mid-1990, although rim oil recovery and additional drilling to 
win by-passed oil may considerably extend this phase. 
 
2. Additional oil recovery over water flood may be achievable from Stratfjord unit1 by miscible gas 
drive, however, results from the ongoing pilot field test and further engineering studies will be 
required before this can be confirmed. 
 
Comments 
The OWC disclosed for this field is located much deeper than that of SKB resulting to a much higher 
STOIIP and reserves. 
 
Both fields have similar structure, sedimentological and fluid properties. Based on the crude composition 
used for the SKB field and inspection of the ternary diagram obtained, our field is in the immiscible 
region.  
 
More investigation could be done to increase the minimum miscibility pressure and minimum miscibility 
enrichment to initiate miscibility for enhanced oil recovery. 
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SPE 18571-PA (1991) 
Reservoir- Fluid Property Correlations-State of the Art 
Authors: McCain W.D Jr. 
 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Illustrates how to use normally available field data to estimate fluid properties from the „best‟ correlation 
after other correlations have been compared. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To present correlations to determine reservoir-fluid properties from field data. 
 
2. To present correlations to determine reservoir-brine properties are given. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Uses data base of hundreds of reservoir-fluid samples provided by Core Laboratories inc. 
  
2. The geographical origins of the reservoir samples had been carefully removed from the data but the 
samples were known to represent all areas of the free world in which petroleum exploitation was 
active during the first 6 years of the 1980s. 
 
3. Compares all correlations for oil and brine and ranks them using ARE and AARE as the ranking 
criterion. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Applies a ranking criterion that leads to the suggestion of the best correlations to obtain reservoir oil 
and brine parameters. 
 
Comments: 
Defines methods for the identification of reservoir fluid types. The best correlations suggested have been 
used in the fluid property modelling of SKB only where the data for SKB fits in the specified data 
applicable to the corresponding correlation. Correlations are very useful especially where measurement 
tools are unavailable like in our case; they must be used with caution for minimum error to be introduces 
and maximum accuracy reached. 
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SPE 18386-PA (1992) 
The Use of Routine and Special Core Analysis in Characterizing Brent Group Reservoirs UK North 
Sea  
Authors: Stiles J.H. Jr.; Hutfilz, J.M. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Develops a technique to identify different porosity/permeability relationships within a well is presented. 
 
 Objective of the paper: 
1. To describe the use of core analysis data, both routine and special, in characterising the Brent Group 
reservoirs in the UK North Sea. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Examples are given: 
a. The effect of oil-based mud filtrate on rock wettability; 
b. The effect of extraction, drying, and test processes on laboratory waterflood performance; 
c. Variation of relative permeability among facies. 
 
2. Examples are presented of such differences from well to well within the same area of the field, within 
the same formation in a single well, and between the oil and water zones. 
 
3. Examples are given of the potential to correlate these differences with log responses. Such a 
correlation could predict permeability variation in uncored wells more accurately.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Results suggest how petrography may be used in assigning relative permeability by facies. 
 
2. Centrifuge tests indicate that, where gravity drainage is an important mechanism, residual oil 
saturations (ROS‟s) may be lower than estimated from laboratory waterflood results. 
 
3. Different facies within the Brent Group have significantly different water/oil relative permeabilities. 
 
4. For Brent Group reservoirs, room-conditions relative-permeability tests compared with reservoir-
conditions test conducted on preserved core material cut with a bland water-based mud. 
 
5. Appropriate data display is important in characterising the Brent Group. A simple technique has been 
developed to identify intervals with different porosity/permeability relationships. 
 
6. RCAL data have shown that there can be significant variation in porosity/permeability relationships, 
within what are considered to be uniform sands between wells in the same area of a field and between 
the oil and water zones.  
 
7. Oil based drilling mud can significantly alter reservoir wettability and affect measurements of relative 
permeability and ROS. 
 
Comments: 
Gives various examples which helped in creating the relative permeability and capillary pressure curves 
for SKB. 
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CIM 93-54 (1993) 
Reservoir Fluid Sampling and Recombination Technique for Laboratory Experiments. 
 Authors: Strong J.; Thomas F.; Bennion D. 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Reviews subsurface & surface sampling techniques of oil and gas reservoirs. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To review the subsurface & surface sampling techniques of oil and gas reservoirs. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Several practical examples are provided that demonstrate the utility of an EOS model to verify the 
quality of separator samples to be used in a recombination. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. The selection of an appropriate sampling technique will generally be made based on factors such as 
overall sample costs, the surface facilities that are available, the fluid volumes that are required and 
the type of reservoir to be sampled. 
2. An equation of state (EOS) model can be used to evaluate the quality of surface samples especially 
those where the entrainment of disassociated phases is suspected. 
3. In situations where separator gas phases have been contaminated or are not available, and EOS model 
can be used to synthesise the appropriate separator gas to be used in the recombination. The accuracy 
of the recombination will depend on the quality of the original fluid composition used in the model. 
4. For suspected gas condensate systems, an EOS model can be used to determine if the produced liquid 
is a condensate resulting from the production of gas. The EOS model should only be based on samples 
produced early in the life of the well since later samples may be non-representative.  
 
Comments: 
Describes fluid sampling techniques and how they are carried out in the laboratory. In situations where 
free-gas has been entrained with the separator samples, they synthesize an appropriate gas to be used in a 
recombination. 
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SPE 113386 (2008) 
Capillary Pressure and Relative Permeability of Small Cores 
 Authors: Olafuyi O.A.; Cinar Y.; Knackstedt M.A.; Pinczewski W.V 
 
Contribution to Building the Simulation Model:  
Presents the results of drainage capillary pressure and  relative permeability measurements made on cores 
of different sizes. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
1. To obtain reliable experimental data which can be used to validate the predictive value of micro-CT 
based network models typically use realistic networks constructed from the X-ray images of the rock 
samples representing bulk volumes of the order of 0.3cm
3
. 
 
Methodology used: 
1. Experimental data for drainage capillary pressure were obtained using the centrifuge technique. 
2. The results for the largest cores were comparable to data obtained on the same sample using the 
porous plate technique. 
3. Relative permeability data were obtained from history-matching unsteady state displacement data. 
4. Homogeneous outcrop sandstones (Berea & Bentheim) and carbonate (Mt. Gambier) were used in the 
experiments. 
5. Air-brine and oil-brine fluid-systems were used for drainage capillary pressure and relative 
permeability measurements respectively. 
6. The relative permeability data were compared with those predicted from empirical and geometry 
based models using capillary pressure data. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. The capillary data presented shows that commonly used homogeneous rock types such as Berea and 
Bentheim sandstones and Mt. Gambier carbonate can be considered to be successfully homogeneous 
form the pore to core scale. 
2. The comparisons between the experimental data and model predictions indicate that the empirical 
Pirson‟s model can predict the water relative permeability for all outcrop rock types studied better 
than other models. 
3. The calculated results for oil relative permeability show that the Corey, Brooks-Corey/Burdine and 
van Genuchten/Burdine models successfully predict the oil relative permeability for all the samples 
used except for a slight difference of about two saturation units for the Mt. Gambier carbonate. 
 
Comments: 
Good agreement was obtained for the drainage capillary pressure measured on all samples used. The 
derived Brook-Corey correlation presented in the paper was beneficial in generating relative permeability 
and capillary pressure curves. 
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APPENDIX B: PVT ANALYSIS OF SKB 
Designing the PVT lab Experiment: 
Using well XP03, fluid samples were taken early in the life of the field before any substantial production 
took place. This was done to ensure that the most representative fluid samples were taken. 
It was assumed that fluid sampling was done to be used for the following: 
1) Reservoir fluid characterisation; 
2) Special core analysis and core flooding; 
3) Economic evaluation of stock-tank volumes and reserves; 
4) PVT studies under reservoir and surface conditions; 
5) Flow assurance studies; and         
6) The design of the Processing Plant to be used. 
For the purpose of this project, the analysis was done to achieve (1) to (4); its use for (5) and (6) would be 
investigated in the next phase of the project, which focuses on Upscaling and Field Development 
Planning. 
The flow chart which served as a guide in designing the PVT lab experiment is shown in Figure B-1. 
 
Figure B- 1: Flow Chart Illustrating the PVT Modelling Process 
Fluid Sampling and Extraction: 
The fluid sampling technique chosen for our field was the Surface Sampling technique. The factors 
influencing this decision were the following
[8]
: 
1) The well preparatory cost involved 
2) The potential use of the sample. 
3) Health and Safety issues 
4) Classification of the Reservoir-Type or -State i.e. Saturated or Undersaturated; etc 
Since no actual fluid sampling was carried out, the most influential factor used to choose the sampling 
technique was (4) and (1). In many cases, the criterion used is based on reservoir-type or operating 
conditions on a phase diagram.  
Table B-1 summarises the techniques suggested for different types; it is based on gross generalisations 
and decisions made on any of the reservoir-types may be affected by many other factors such as the few 
already named. 
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Table B- 1: Fluid Sampling Decision Criterion Based on Reservoir-Type 
Reservoir Type Subsurface Sampling Surface Sampling 
Dry Gas X X 
Wet Gas X X 
Gas Condensate  X 
Volatile Oil  X 
Black Oil X X 
 
Possible error sources of the chosen Surface Sampling technique include
[8]
: 
1) Liquid Entrainment in the separator. 
2) Gas carry-under in the separator. 
3) Emulsions present in the separator. 
4) Fluid Stream not equilibrated. 
In a process similar to that described by Ezekwe N.
[8]
 , the fluid sample had to be extracted and prepared 
for the analysis as shown in the first block of the flow chart in figure B-1. To achieve this, well XP03 was 
conditioned by removing fluids near the well-bore which had been altered by the invasion of drilling mud. 
The conditioning process involved the reduction of well flow rates in a step-wise manner, leading to a 
reduction in drawdown; this was necessary to reduce the possibility of pressures falling below the 
saturation pressure and introducing bubbles of gas within the oil phase
[8]
. If this is not done, errors would 
be introduced when gas-oil ratios are to be determined because the flow of gas would be encouraged 
while that of oil, limited
[8]
. 
On observing that the gas-oil-ratio was at 340scf/stb after extending the flow period at a constant rate, it 
was then decided that the well was ready to be sampled. This GOR is reasonable considering the 
properties of our undersaturated crude as typical undersaturated oil solution gas oil ratios range in 
hundreds of scf/stb
[19]
. The following data were then recorded to access the quality of the conditioning 
process: 
1) Bottom hole pressure and Temperature 
2) Separator  pressures and temperatures 
3) Separator gas and liquid flow rate 
4) Stock tank oil, gas and water production rates at each step change. 
Common tabulated formats for data collection during well condition and sampling can be found in 
Recommended practice44
[29]
 and more details on how the sampling was done can be found in the paper 
by Strong J. et al
[30]
.The samples were then taken straight to the laboratory in well secure cylinders for 
further analysis to be carried out, while being monitored, in order for quality results to be obtained. 
Table B- 2: Summary of data obtained from the Fluid Modelling Process of SKB 
Property Value 
Average Porosity 24% 
Average Water Saturation 0.23 
Average Permeability 680mD 
Reservoir Temperature at Datum Depth 199
o
F 
Datum Depth 2148.15m 
Oil Water Contact 2265.15mTVDSS 
Average Oil Column Thickness 120m ca. 
Average Initial Pressure 3262.5 psia 
Bubble Point Pressure 1271.6psia 
Oil Formation Volume Factor at 1271.6psia 1.2677rb/stb 
API
o
 36
o
API 
Initial Oil Viscosity at  199.4
o
F 0.7313cP 
Initial Solution GOR 340 scf/stb 
Formation Water Salinity 25,170mg/L 
Formation Water Viscosity at 3262.5 psia 0.5634cP 
Formation Water FVF at 3262.5 psia 1.0331 
Formation Water Compressibility 3.0048x10-6/psi 
Formation Brine Density at 3262.5 psia 63.4821 lb/ft3 
 
 
 
Formation Water Composition 
NaCl 23230 mg/l 
Na2SO4 49 mg/l 
KCl 324 mg/l 
CaCl2.2H2O 954  mg/l 
MgCl2.6H2O 544 mg/l 
BaCl2.2H20 69 mg/l 
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Temperature Determination of South-Kensington Bay Field: 
A temperature gradient was created for the field. The trends in temperature with depth for Viking Graben 
North Sea fields were observed and used to interpolate for that of SKB.  Data used to establish this is 
tabulated in Table B-3 and shown graphically in Figure B-2. 
 
       .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B- 2: Temperature Gradient of SKB 
From this analysis, it was concluded that the reservoirs average temperature at a datum depth of 
2148.15mTVDSS is 199.4
o
F. 
Molecular Composition of South-Kensington Bay Crude: 
The composition of oil for the field is shown in Table B-4; it was chosen by tuning the crude 
compositions of selected North Sea reservoirs presented by Akervoll I. et al
[7]
 using Wytch farm‟s dead-
oil crude composition to achieve a light, yet undersaturated and sweet crude. The compositions in mole 
percent, for all 3 fields were plotted and compared on a bar chart, while observing the PVTi generated 
phase, ternary diagrams and specific gravities. A decision was made on the SKB crude composition when 
the chosen configuration was found to have an API gravity of 36
o
 and the operating point was in the 
single phase region. The bar chart used during the iterative process is shown in figure B-3.  
Table B-4: Molecular Composition of SKB Crude 
Components Component 
Symbols 
Mole Percent (%) Weight 
fraction(percent) 
Mol Weight Spec Gravity 
Nitrogen N2 0.096481 0.021387   
Carbon Dioxide CO2 0.060301 0.021001   
Hydrogen Sulphide H2S 0.1809 0.048781   
Methane C1 21.992 2.7919   
Ethane C2 5.8311 1.3875   
Propane C3 4.1909 1.4624   
I-Butane IC4 2.0743 0.9541   
N-Butane NC4 2.9728 1.3674   
I-Pentane IC5 3.5879 2.0485   
N-Pentane NC5 3.8653 2.2069   
Hexane C6 5.6261 3.7397   
Heptane Plus C7+ 49.522 83.95 214.22 0.84 
Total  100    
The final composition chosen in Table B-4 was observed to have a phase diagram and ternary plot shown 
in Figure B-4 and B-5 respectively using PVTi PVT modelling software. Observing Figure B-4 and -5 
suggests that the fluid is light and exists as single phase at initial reservoir conditions. The tabulated 
molecular compositions of all 3 fields compared are shown in table B-5.  
Table B- 3: Data Used to Obtain Temperature Gradient of SKB 
Temp (deg. F) Depth (ft) 
52.70002288 - 
 188.7656695 -6489.99 
199.4006856 -7047.73 (Reference) 
234.120885 -8868.6 
284.1680194 -11493.3 
346.7269374 -14774.1 
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Table B- 5: Molecular Composition of North Sea field and Wytch Farm 
Components Component Symbols Mole Percent (%) 
North Sea Field 
Mole Percent (%) 
Wytch Farm Field 
Mole Percent (%) 
SKB Field 
Nitrogen N2 0.49 2.67 0.1 
Carbon Dioxide CO2 0.31 0.17 0.06 
Methane C1 44.01 14.72 21.99 
Ethane C2 3.84 7.06 5.83 
Propane C3 1.12 10.04 4.19 
I-Butane iC4 0.61 2.56 2.07 
N-Butane nC4 0.72 6.92 2.97 
I-Pentane iC5 0.69 2.94 3.59 
N-Pentane nC5 0.35 3.85 3.87 
Hexane C6S 1.04 5.29 5.63 
Heptane Plus C7+ 46.82 43.78 49.52 
Hydrogen Sulphide H2S - - 0.18 
Total  100 100 100 
 
Figure B- 3: Bar Chart Used to Estimate the Molar Composition of South Kensington Bay’s Crude 
 
  Figure B- 4: Phase Diagram of SKB field        Figure B- 5: Ternary Diagram of SKB field 
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Defining the phase and ternary diagrams is necessary since knowledge of this is key to determining how 
phase changes occur as temperature and pressure variations take place across the field, from the reservoir 
to the surface along the surface facilities. During the development phase of the project, it is worth 
researching the environmental constraints associated with exploration and production in Christchurch. 
Should EOR techniques be considered, it is also worth applying an EOR screening criteria such as that 
presented in by Ezekwe N.
[8]
 to find out if it is technically, environmentally and economically feasible. 
EOR is beyond the scope of this project; hence it would not be discussed in this report. 
Oil Property Estimations: 
Bubble Point Pressure Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
The bubble point pressure at reservoir temperature had to be determined on obtaining the reservoir 
temperature as it is used in many other oil property correlations. Table B-6 shows the statistics of the data 
used to evaluate published correlation for bubble point pressure
[8]
. SKB field characteristics fall within 
this range as can be seen in table B-6. 
Table B- 6: Statistics of Data Used To Evaluate Published Bubble Point Pressure Correlations 
Lab Measurement Symbol Minimum Median SKB Field Characteristics Mean Maximum 
Solution GOR Rsb 10 530 340 596 2438 
Pbubble (psia) Pb 82 2134 3262.5 2237 7750 
Reservoir Temperature TF 60 180 199.4 185 342 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity ϒAPI 6 37 36 35.6 63.7 
Separator Gas Specific Gravity ϒgsp 0.555 0.801 0.844 0.830 1.685 
Based on the ARE and AARE comparison of these correlations presented in McCain et al.
[9]
, the Valko-
McCain correlation was chosen. The Valko-McCain correlation uses a worldwide dataset using samples 
from major producing areas of the world; Having a low ARE and AARE, it was chosen to estimate the 
bubble point pressure. The equations for the Valko-McCain model are as follows: 
  0.0075Z+0.713Z+7.475=lnP 2b ………………… (46)  
4
1
nZ=Z ………………… (47) 
3
sb
2
sbsb1 )0.0206(lnR-)0.281(lnR+)0.0378(lnR--5.48=Z ………………… (48) 
3
API
-62
API
-4
API2 ))( 4.76(10-)( )4.36(10+) 0.0449(-1.27=Z  ………………… (49) 
3
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2
APIAPI3 )2.34(lnR-)8.39(+) 10.84(-4.51=Z  ………………… (50) 
3
F
 -82
F
-5
F
-3
4 ) )(T1.03(10+) (T ) 1.22(10-))(T6.23(10+-0.7835=Z ………………… (51) 
The compared correlations used to choose the Valko-McCain correlation is shown in TABLE B-7
[8]
. 
Table B- 7: Comparison of Some of the Published Bubble Point Correlations 
 Predicted Bubble point Pressures 
Correlation for Pbubble *ARE, % *AARE,% 
Valko-McCain (2003) 0 10.9 
Velarde et al. (1999) 1.3 12.5 
McCain et al. (1988) 3.7 12.5 
Labedi(1990) -0.1 12.6 
Standing (1977) -2.2 12.6 
Lasater (1958) -1.5 13.5 
Levitan Murtha(1999) 4.2 13.8 
De Ghetto et al.(1994) 3.3 13.9 
Al Shammasi (1999) -1.6 14.3 
Vazquez-Beggs (1980) 7.1 14.5 
Omar Todd (1993) 5.1 15.4 
Kartoatmodjo-Schmidt 4.4 15.7 
Dindoruk-Christman (2004)
e*
 0.9 16.1 
Glaso(1980) 4.7 16.7 
Farshad et al. (1996)
f*
 -5.6 17.7 
Al-Marhoun (1988)
g*
 9.1 18 
Malallah et al. (2005)
h
 -17.4 20.4 
Farshad et al (1996) -5.6 17.7 
Al-Mahroun (1988) 9.1 18 
Doklah-Osman (1992)
i*
 0.1 21.8 
Yi (2000) 42.3 45 
*ARE: Average relative error; *AARE: Average Absolute Relative Error 
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%NOTE THAT c is the unknown :) 
%a is the oAPI (deg API) 
a=6:5:50; 
%b is the ϒgsp (dimensionless) 
b=1; 
%e is the solution gas oil ratio @ Pbubble (scf/stb) 
e=340; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
h=199.4; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%definition of z1 to z4 
Z1= -5.48-0.0378*log(e)+0.281*((log(e))^2)-0.0206*((log(e))^3); 
Z2= 1.27-(a.*0.0449)+(4.36*(10^(-4))*(a.^2))-(4.76*(10^(-6))*(a.^3)); 
Z3= 4.51-10.84*(b)+8.39*(b^2)-2.34*(b^3); 
Z4= -0.7835+(6.23*(10^(-3))*(h))-(1.22*(10^(-5))*(h^(2)))+(1.03*(10^(-
8))*(h^(3))); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%Valko-McCain Correlation for Pbubble estimation 
Z=Z1+Z2+Z3+Z4; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
c1=7.475+(Z.*0.713)+0.0075*(Z.^2); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
c=exp(c1); 
% %solving this, we obtain 1271.6psia as the Pbubble. 
p=plot(c,a); 
xlabel('Bubble Point Pressure') 
ylabel('oAPI') 
% Annotate the API point (36, c(36)) 
text(1272,48,'\downarrow Field P_b_u_b_b_l_e',... 
     'HorizontalAlignment','left') 
% % % Change the line colour to red and 
% % % set the line width to 2 points  
set(p,'Color','black','LineWidth',2) 
 
Using the written code presented here, the bubble point pressure was found to be 1271.6psia. 
MATLAB Program for Pbubble Determination 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MATLAB Figure for Pbubble Determination 
  
  Figure B- 6: Plot of Pbubble vs. API            Figure B- 7: Plot of Pbubble vs. Temperature 
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Oil Solution Gas-Oil Ratio (GOR) at 199.4
o
F: 
To obtain the oil solution GOR vs. Pressure plot at and below bubble point pressure, Standing‟s 
correlation was used. The obtained plot is shown in figure B-11 (in red). Standing‟s correlation has an 
ARE of -2.1% and is widely accepted in industry, it was derived using samples from California reservoirs. 
It states that: 
1.4)-)10)/18.2((R=
)0.0125-(0.00091T0.83
gsbb
APIP
  ………………… (52) 
Where: g =average gas gravity=1. T=reservoir temperature=199.4
o
F. API =API gravity of the oil=36. Pb= bubble point 
pressure. Rsb=bubble point GOR found to be 340scf/stb. 
A solution GOR or 340 scf/stb is acceptable considering our crude composition and typical GORs for 
undersaturated oil reservoirs ranges in hundreds of scf/stb
[19]
. 
Oil Viscosity Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
It was decided that the oil viscosity would be obtained from correlations in the absence of electromagnetic 
or capillary viscometer measurements. Correlation comparisons based on ARE and AARE
[9]
 was used to 
make the decision on using Beggs and Robinson Correlation to estimate oil viscosity since it is generally 
applicable below and above bubble point pressure and was developed using a wide range of PVT data. To 
establish the pressure corresponding to the dead oil viscosity obtained, Beal‟s Viscosity-Pressure 
correlation was used. The applied equations are shown below. 
 
 
Beggs and Robinson Correlation 
1-10= Xod ………………… (53)   )y(T=X
-1.163
………………… (54) 
z10=y ………………… (55)  o0.02023-3.0324=Z  ………………… (56) 
b
odob ) a(=  ………………… (57)   
-0.515
s 100)+10.715(R=a ………………… (58) 
-0.338
s 150)+5.44(R=b ………………… (59) 
 
Beal‟s Viscosity-Pressure Correlation 
)0.038+)(0.024P-0.001(P+=
0.56
ob
1.6
obbobo  ………………… (60) 
Establishing this relationship gave an initial reservoir oil viscosity of 0.7313cP at 199.4
o
F, this is 
reasonable for a light oil considering that typical oil viscosities are between 0.2-50cP (heavy oils may be 
considerably higher reaching thousands of cP). 
 
Table B-8 presents the statistics used to compare the various published correlations
[8]
; the SKB field 
characteristics are shown in the table; they fall within the specified range used to define the correlation. 
The viscosity-pressure plot is shown in Figure B-8. 
Table B- 8: Statistics of Data Used To Evaluate Published Oil Viscosity Correlations 
Lab Measurement symbol Minimum SKB Field parameter Maximum 
Reservoir Temperature(
O
F) T 70 199.4 295 
Pressure (psig) P 0 3247.8 5,250 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity (
O
API) ϒAPI 16 36 58 
GOR, scf/stb Rs 20 340 2070 
The compared correlations used to choose the Beggs & Robinson correlation is shown in Table B-9
[8]
. 
 
Table B- 9: Tabulated Comparison of Some of the Published Oil Viscosity Correlations 
 Predicted Oil Viscosity 
Correlation for oil compressibility ARE, % SD% AARE,% 
Ng and Egbogah (1983) - - 6.6 
Beggs and Robinson (1975) -1.83 27.25 - 
Bergman and Sutton(2006) - 4.97 3.88 
Beal (1946) -19.64 21.86 - 
Chew and Connally 25.35 35.70 - 
Khan et al (1987) -2.44 6.48 4.64 
Vasquez And Beggs (1980) 7.83 13.83 9.12 
Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt (1994) 4.13 9.94 6.43 
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The compared correlations used to choose the Beal correlation to establish the viscosity-pressure 
relationship is shown in Table B-10
[8]
. 
Table B- 10: Comparison of Published Undersaturated Oil Viscosity Correlations 
 
Correlation for oil compressibility 
Predicted Bubble point Pressures 
ARE, % SD% AARE,% 
Ng and Egbogah (1983) - - 6.6 
Beggs and Robinson (1975) -1.83 27.25 - 
Berman and Sutton(2006) - 4.97 3.88 
Beal (1946) -19.64 21.86 - 
Chew and Connally 25.35 35.70 - 
Khan et al (1987) -2.44 6.48 4.64 
Vasquez And Beggs (1980) 7.83 13.83 9.12 
Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt (1994) 4.13 9.94 6.43 
 
The MATLAB codes used to realise this are shown next. 
MATLAB Program for μo Determination-Upper Limit 
%Obtaining mu od 
%NOTE THAT c is the unknown :) 
%a is the '\gamma' API (deg API) 
a=36; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (
o
F) 
h=199.4; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--& 
%Beggs and Robbinson-UnderSaturated Correlation for oil viscosity 
%estimation 
z=3.0324-a*0.02023; 
y=10^z; 
x=y*h^(-1.163); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--& 
c=(10^(x))-1; 
%solving this, we obtain 1.6676 as the dead oil viscosity 
(upperlimit). 
MATLAB Program for μo Determination-Lower Limit 
 
%Obtain mu ob 
%NOTE THAT c is the unknown :) 
%a is the '\gamma' API (deg API) 
a=36; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (
o
F) 
h=199.4; 
%k is the solution gas-oil ratio (scf/stb) 
k=340; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--& 
%Beggs and Robinson-Saturated Correlation for oil viscosity estimation 
f=10.715*((k+100)^(-0.515)); 
g=5.44*((k+150)^(-0.338)); 
b=f*((1.6676)^g); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--& 
c=b; 
%solving this, we obtain 0.6569 as the dead oil viscosity 
(lowerlimit). 
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MATLAB Program for μo Determination-Upper Limit, Pressure. 
 
%NOTE THAT p is the unknown :) 
%a is the '\gamma' API (deg API) 
a=36; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (
o
F) 
h=199.4; 
%k is the solution gas-oil ratio (scf/stb) 
k=340; 
%b is the bubble point viscosity (cP) 
b=0.6569; 
%m is the bubble point pressure (psia) 
m=1271.6; 
%d is the saturated oil viscosity (psia) 
d=1.6676; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--& 
%Beal Correlation for oil viscosity vs. Pressure 
j=(6.5698*(10^(-7))*log(b^2))-(1.48211*(10^(-
5))*log(b))+(2.27877*(10^(-4))); 
f=(2.24623*(10^(-2))*log(b))+0.873204; 
%d=b+0.001*(p-m)*(0.024*(b^1.6)+0.038*(b^0.56)); 
p=m+((d-b)/((0.001*((0.024*(b^1.6))))+(0.001*((0.038*(b^0.56)))))); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--
*--& 
%solve(p) 
%solving gives the pressure for viscosity of 1.6676 to be 2.5174E+04 
psia 
 
Using Beggs and Robinson‟s correlation, the saturated and undersatutated oil viscosities were obtained to 
be 0.6569 and 1.6676cP respectively. The analysis did not stop here because the pressure at which the 
upper viscosity limit occured had to be established. Beal‟s correlation was used to achieve this, giving  the 
pressure at which the viscosity it occured at to be 2.5174x10
4
 psia as already shown in the code. The 
purple graph in figure B-8 was then plotted  and the viscosity corresponding to the reservoir pressure of 
3262.5psia found to be 0.7313cP. 
Figure B-8 shows the comparison between the obtained SKB viscosity correlation, that of Wytch Farm‟s 
and that of the PUNQ model. This comparison showed that with the correlation used, the undersaturated 
viscosity range with respect to pressure lies between that of Wytch Farm and the accompanied Eclipse file 
given initially created for the PUNQ field using assumptions which differ from ours such as a much 
higher Rs of 740scf/stb. 
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Figure B- 8: Comparison of Oil Viscosities 
Using the PVT modelling tool, RUBY, the following viscosity- pressure plot in Figure B-9 was obtained; 
it spans over a range of atmospheric pressure (14.7psia) to over the initial pressure for a clear 
visualisation of how the viscosity varies with decrease in pressure. 
 
Figure B- 9: Viscosity-Pressure plot obtained for SKB 
The code written in order to write the viscosities into the reservoir simulator is shown below: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PVDO                
--Press (bara) FVF(rb/stb) Viscosity (cP) 
 87.6966 1.2677  0.6569 
489.0771 0.990691  0.887653 
689.3241 0.875089  1.012893/ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SKB 
μod μob 
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Oil Formation Volume Factor Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
The oil formation volume factor (FVF) at and below bubble point was obtained using Petrosky and 
Farshad FVF correlation
[10]
. The correlation states that: 
)]3.09360.24626(T+) (R )[7.2046(10+1.0113=Bo
0.5371
F0.6265
o g
0.2914
av g0.3738
s
5-


………………… (61) 
The Petrosky and Farshad
[10]
 FVF correlation was chosen because even though it was regressed from data 
taken from the Gulf of Mexico oil samples, when applied by Al-Shammasi
[11]
 to a global set and was 
found to have the lowest AARE (1.728%) and standard deviation(1.92%). Figure B-10 and B-11 illustrate 
the FVF-Pressure and GOR-Pressure plots respectively obtained for SKB. It is assumed that the obtained 
red plot in both plots is the result of converting differential liberation results from laboratory to field 
conditions; hence the laboratory data had to be created. 
The reverse engineering approach taken to generate this lab data, makes use of the approach described by 
Dake
[12]  
where the FVF and GOR were corrected using the formulae below; the aim of this being to teach 
lab-field PVT parameter-conversions so that corrected results are applicable to field operating conditions. 







obd
obf
odo
B
B
BB ………………… (62)
db
o
od
c
v
B  ………………… (63)
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c
B
1
 …………… (64)  
bd
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c
B
1
 ………………… (65)
   






obdobf
sdsid
sif
/BB
R-R
-R=Rs ………………… (66) 
  
                 Figure B- 10: FVF-Pressure Plot for SKB     Figure B- 11: Rs-Pressure Plot for SKB 
In equation 62, the Bo on the left hand side is assumed to be the same as the Bo obtained from the 
Petrosky and Farshad correlation
[10]
 shown in equation 61. Bod is the differential oil formation volume 
factor obtained from the laboratory conducted differential vaporisation experiment measured relative to 
the volume of the residual oil. Bobd is the formation volume factor of the oil at the bubble point pressure 
obtained during the differential experiment while Bobf is the oil FVF determined by flashing the oil 
through the appropriate surface separators; the same rule applies for the case of the gas-oil ratio in 
equation 66
[12]
. Table B-11 shows the spreadsheet used to achieve reverse engineering of the data; when 
presented to the students, the columns „Bo corrected‟ and „Rs Corrected‟ should be removed. 
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Table B- 11: Spreadsheet Describing the Reverse Engineering Process Used to Obtain Data at Laboratory Conditions 
 Pressure (psia) Bod vo=Bod/Bobd cbf Bo corrected Rsid Rsd Rs Corrected (scf/stb) Density 
 14.7000 1.1459 0.8565 0.7888 1.0857 377.1267 0 0 - 
 165.1200 1.1680 0.8730 0.7888 1.1067 377.1267 84.4491 75.1966 - 
 220.0000 1.1762 0.8791 0.7888 1.1144 377.1267 111.6764 99.7688 - 
 429.9230 1.2075 0.9025 0.7888 1.1441 377.1267 207.7775 186.1733 - 
 662.5311 1.2429 0.9289 0.7888 1.1776 377.1267 289.9712 260.5170 - 
 914.7000 1.2818 0.9580 0.7888 1.2145 377.1267 340.5059 306.6634 - 
 1119.3328 1.3138 0.9820 0.7888 1.2449 377.1267 368.0397 331.5303 - 
 1157.3996 1.3198 0.9865 0.7888 1.2505 377.1267 371.4594 334.6805 - 
 1195.4664 1.3259 0.9910 0.7888 1.2563 377.1267 374.2351 337.2510 - 
 1203.5332 1.3271 0.9919 0.7888 1.2575 377.1267 374.6801 337.7213 - 
Pbubble 1271.6007 1.3380 1 0.7888 1.2677 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7830 
 1471.6007 1.3267 0.9916 0.7888 1.2570 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7834 
 1671.6007 1.3155 0.9832 0.7888 1.2464 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7837 
 1871.6007 1.3044 0.9749 0.7888 1.2359 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7840 
 2071.6007 1.2934 0.9667 0.7888 1.2255 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7843 
 2271.6007 1.2825 0.9585 0.7888 1.2151 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7846 
 2471.6007 1.2716 0.9504 0.7888 1.2049 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7849 
 2671.6007 1.2609 0.9424 0.7888 1.1947 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7852 
 2871.6007 1.2503 0.9345 0.7888 1.1846 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7855 
 3071.6007 1.2397 0.9266 0.7888 1.1746 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7857 
Pinitial 3262.5000 1.2297 0.9191 0.7888 1.1652 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7859 
 3271.6007 1.2293 0.9188 0.7888 1.1647 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7860 
 3471.6007 1.2189 0.9110 00.7888 1.1549 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7863 
 3671.6007 1.2086 0.9033 0.7888 1.1451 377.1267 377.1267 340 0.7866 
Table B-12 presents the statistics used to compare the various published correlations[8]; the SKB field 
characteristics are shown in the table; they fall within the specified range used to define the correlation. 
Table B- 12: Data Set Used to Evaluate Correlations for Oil Formation Volume Factor Determination 
Lab Measurement symbol Minimum SKB Field Characteristics Maximum 
Reservoir Temperature(
O
F) TF 74 199.4 341.6 
Bubble point Pressure (psi) Pb 31.7 1271.6 7127 
Stock Tank Oil Gravity (
O
API) ϒAPI 6 36 63.7 
GOR, scf/stb Rs 6 340 3298.6 
Average gas gravity ϒg 0.51 0.844 3.44 
Formation Volume Factor Bo 1.02 1.2677 2.916 
The MATLAB codes used to impliment this correlation is presented   next, it illustrates the methods used 
to obtain the lower limit FVF and upper limit FVF. The FVF-Pressure plot is also shown.
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%NOTE THAT b,p,q is the unknown :) 
%a is the '\gamma' API (deg API) 
a=36; 
%c is the oil compressibility (microsips) 
c=42.3651*10^(-6); 
%h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
h=199.4; 
%k is the solution gas-oil ratio (scf/stb) 
k=340; 
%j is the specific gravity of oil (dimensionless) 
j=0.844; 
%m is the bubble point pressure (psia) 
m=1271.6; 
%d is the saturated oil viscosity (cP) 
d=1.6676; 
%p is the any pressure above bubble point(psia) 
p=1271.6; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%Petrosky and Farshad  Correlation for oil FVF Estimation 
b=(1.0113)+(7.2046*10^(-
5))*((k^(0.3738))*(1/(j^0.6265))+0.24626*h^(0.5371))^3.0936; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%solving this, we obtain the Bob to be 1.2677 
q=b*exp(c*(m-p)); 
 
 
%NOTE THAT b,p,q is the unknown :) 
%a is the '\gamma' API (deg API) 
a=36; 
%c is the oil compressibility (microsips) 
c=42.3651*10^(-6); 
%h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
h=199.4; 
%k is the solution gas-oil ratio (scf/stb) 
k=340; 
%j is the specific gravity of oil (dimensionless) 
j=0.844; 
%m is the bubble point pressure (psia) 
m=1271.6; 
%d is the saturated oil viscosity (cP) 
d=1.6676; 
%p is the any pressure above bubble point(psia) 
p=1271.6:100:9995.2; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&- 
%Petrosky and Farshad  Correlation for oil FVF Estimation 
b=(1.0113)+(7.2046*10^(-
5))*((k^(0.3738))*(1/(j^0.6265))+0.24626*h^(0.5371))^3.0936; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%solving this, we obtain the Bob to be 1.2677 and Bod of around 1.165 
q=b*exp(c*(m-p)); 
plot(p,q) 
xlabel('Pressure (psi)') 
ylabel('Oil Formation Volume Factor (rb/stb)') 
 
MATLAB Program for oil FVF Determination-Lower Limit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MATLAB Program for oil FVF Determination-Upper Limit 
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The MATLAB generated plot using this correlation is shown in Figure B-12 below. 
 
Figure B- 12: MATLAB Generated Plot Using the Correlation 
Using the PVT modelling tool, Ruby, as in the case for viscosity, the FVF- pressure plot in Figure B-13 
was obtained; spanning over a range of atmospheric pressure (14.7psia) to over the initial pressure for a 
clear visualisation of how the FVF varies with pressure.  
 
Figure B- 13: Formation Volume Factor Determination for SKB Over Entire Range 
From the analysis carried out on estimating the formation volume factor, the Bob and Bod values were 
found to be 1.2677 and 1.165 respectively as illustrated in the plot. 
Figure B-14 shows the comparison made on obtaining the correlation for the SKB oilfield case. This 
comparsion showed that with the correlation used, the undersaturated FVF range with respect to pressure 
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lies again between that of Wytch Farm and PUNQ Eclipse file. This is expected considering the fact that 
the solution gas-oil ratio chosen for SKB is not as high as that of the PUNQ simulation model.  
 
Figure B- 14: Comparison of Oil Formation Volume Factors 
The code written in order to input the oil FVF and viscosities into the reservoir simulator is shown below: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
PVDO                
--Press (bara) FVF(rb/stb) Viscosity (cP) 
 87.6966 1.2677 0.6569 
489.0771 0.990691 0.887653 
689.3241 0.875089 1.012893/ 
Oil Density Determination at 199.4
o
F 
Oil density below and above bubble point pressure was estimated using the Standing/Witte/McCain-Hill
[9]
 
correlation because it has the lowest ARE and AARE in both cases when compared to other 
correlations
[9]
. The equations for the Standing/Witte/McCain-Hill model for pressures above and below 
bubble point pressures are shown in the main report. Using this correlation, the oil density at initial 
pressure and bubble point pressure were found to be 49.048 and 48.86 lb/ft
3
 respectively. Figure B-15 
shows the density-pressure plot for the crude. 
 
Figure B- 15: SKB Oil Density vs. Pressure 
SKB 
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MATLAB Program for Oil Density Estimation above pubble point pressure 
 
clear all 
clc 
P=1271.6:100:3762.5; 
Rs=340; 
density_po=52.8-(0.001*Rs); 
delta_density_p=(0.167+16.181*(10.^(-0.0425*density_po))*((P./1000)))-
(0.01*((0.299+263*(10.^(-0.0603*density_po))*((P./1000).^2)))) 
density_bs=density_po+delta_density_p 
delta_density_T=((0.00302+1.505*(density_bs.^-0.951))*((199.4-60)^0.938))-((0.0216-
0.0233*(10.^(-0.0161*density_bs))*((199.4-60)^0.475))) 
density_oil=density_po+delta_density_p-delta_density_T; 
plot(P,density_oil) 
Table B-13 illustrates a comparison of some of the published oil density correlations
[9]
. 
Table B- 13: Evaluation Results of Oil Density Correlations 
 Predicted Bubble point Pressures 
Correlation for brine compressibility ARE, % AARE,% 
Standing (1977) / Witte (1987) / McCain-Hill (1995) 0.39 0.88 
Standing (1977) / Witte (1987) 0.61 1.03 
Standing (1977)  1.14 1.39 
Labedi(1990) -0.24 1.53 
Ahmed equation (989) -1.17 1.66 
Ahmed equation (989) 0.34 2.10 
Sutton (2008) 0.13 2.12 
Hanafy et al. (1997) -0.06 4.24 
Water Compressibility Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
Water compressibility at greater than or equal to bubble point pressure  can be calculated in the absence 
of experimental data using correlations. Several correlations have been obtained for this by various 
workers who used thousands of lines of data at or above bubble point pressures. 
Osif
[14]
 presented a corelation to calculate the coefficient of isothermal compressibility of brine that 
covered a range of pressures between 1,000psia to 20,000psia and a range of pressures between 200
o
F and 
270
o
F. The operating temperature of South Kensington Bay fits within this range. Table B-14 shows the 
ARE and AARE of various correlations used in deciding the correlation to be use to compute the brine 
compressibility. It covers brine salinities from 0-200,000mg/L (0 to 17.7%, 0 to 3.67 g-mol/kg H2O).  
Table B-14 illustrates a comparison of some of the published brine compressibility correlations
[9]
 
Table B- 14: Evaluation Results of Brine Compressibility Correlations 
 Predicted Bubble point Pressures 
Correlation for brine compressibility ARE, % AARE,% 
Spivey et al.(modified) 0.16 1.23 
Archer (1992) 0.23 1.33 
Osif (1988)* -0.1 1.57 
Rogers-Pitzer (1982) -0.55 2.19 
Osif (1988) 2.42 2.97 
Rowe-Chou (1970) 8.27 9.81 
 
The correlation states that: 
403300+537T-0.5415C+7.033P= 
c
1
w
………………… (67) 
Where:   =brine compressibility; C=salinity (mg/L); P=pressure(psi); T=temperature(
o
F). 
Osif
[14]
 in his paper reported that his correlation for formation brine compressibility is independent of 
dissolved gas. The compressibility of water was found to be 3.0048x10
-6
/psi. The MATLAB code written 
is presented. 
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%NOTE THAT c is the unknown :) 
%S is the Salinity (mg/L) 
s=25170; 
%P is the pressure (psia) 
p=3262.5; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
h=199.4; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%Osif Correlation for Cw above Pbubble 
c=1/((7.033*p)+(0.5415*s)-(537*h)+403300); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*-- 
%We obtain the water compressibility to be 3.0048x10-6/psi on solving. 
 
%NOTE THAT f is the unknown :) 
%S is the Salinity (mg/L) 
s=2.5170; 
%P is the pressure (psia) 
p=3262.5; 
%h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
h=199.4; 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%McCain Correlation for water viscosity at 199.4F and 1atm 
A=109.574+(8.40564*s)+(0.313314*s^2)+(0.00872213*s^3); 
B=1.12166-(0.0263951*s)+(6.79461*(10^-4)*s^2)+(5.47119*(10^-5)*s^3)-(1.55586*(10^-
6)*s^4); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
v1=A*(h^-B); 
%solving this, we obtain 0.4841cP at a pressure of 1atm. 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%Adjusting water viscosity using Matthew and Russell 
f=v1*(0.9994+(4.0295*(10^-5)*p)+(3.1062*(10^-9)*p^2)); 
%--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
%solving this, we obtain 0.5634cP at a pressure of 3262.5psia. 
 
 
MATLAB Program for cw Determination 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Water Viscosity Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
The formation brine viscosity was calculated in two stages. Firstly, the water viscosity was estimated at 
1atm using the McCain correlation[9]: 
B
w AT= ………………… (68) 
32 S0.00872213+0.313314S+8.40564S+109.574=A ………………… (69) 
4-63-52-4 )S1.55586(10-S )5.47119(10+S )6.79461(10+0.0263951S-1.12166=B ………………… (70) 
Next, the water viscosity at reservoir pressure was calculated by adjusting the water viscosity at 1atm 
using the correlation presented by Matthews and Russel in 1967
[15]
: 
29-5-
w1
w P )3.1062(10+P )4.0295(10+0.9994= 

 ………………… (71) 
Where:   =water viscosity(cP);    =water viscosity at 1atm (cP); S=salinity (wt%); P=pressure(psi); 
T=temperature(
o
F). 
The brine viscosity was found to be 0.5634cP at 3262.5psia using the MATLAB program shown. Typical 
formation water viscosities are in the range of 0.5-1.0cP and are usually lower than that of oil[16] from the 
correlations used for the fluids. Thus far, this seems to be the case for the SKB field. 
MATLAB Program for μw Determination 
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Water FVF Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
McCain‟s correlation[17] for the estimation of formation volume factor of water, Bw was used to estimate 
the formation volume factor of the formation water; it states that: 
  ) V+(1  ) V+(1=B wTwpw ………………… (72) 
2-7-4-2
wT T )5.50654(10+T )1.33391(10+)-1.0001(10=V ………………… (73) 
2-10-72-13-9
wP p )2.25341(10-p )3.58922(10-T p )1.72834(10-pT )0-1.95301(1=V ………………… (74) 
Where: wB =water formation volume factor; p=pressure=3262.5psia; wTV & wPV are functions; 
T=temperature(
o
F)=199.4
o
F; 
The initial formation volume factor of the formation water was found to be 1.0331rb/stb using the 
MATLAB program shown. The McCain water FVF correlation is valid for temperatures up to 260oF and 
pressures up to 5000psia and the reported error is within 2%[8]. 
  
 
MATLAB Program for FVFw Determination 
 
 %NOTE THAT B is the unknown :) 
 %S is the Salinity (%) 
  s=2.5170; 
 %P is the pressure (psia) 
  p=3262.5; 
 %h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
  h=199.4; 
 %--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
 %McCain Correlation for water viscosity at 199.4F and 1atm 
  V1=(-1.0001*(10^-2))+(1.33391*10^(-4)*h)+5.50654*10^(-7)*h^2; 
  V2=(-1.95301*(10^-9)*p*h)-(1.72834*(10^-13)*(p^2)*h)-(3.58922*(10^-7)*p)-  
(2.25341*(10^-10)*p^2); 
 %--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
  B_w=(1+V1)*(1+V2); 
 %solving this, we obtain Bw=1.0331 at a pressure of 3262.5psia. 
 
Water Density Determination at 199.4
o
F: 
McCain‟s correlation[17] for the estimation of formation water density, W , was used to estimate this 
parameter; it states that: 
2-3 )S1.60074(10+0.438603S+62.368W ………………… (75) 
Where: W =water density; S=salinity=2.5170% (wt%); Using the MATLAB program shown below, the 
density of the formation water was found to be 63.481 lb/ft
3
. 
MATLAB Program for ρw Determination 
 %NOTE THAT d is the unknown :) 
 %S is the Salinity (mg/L) 
  s=2.5170; 
 %P is the pressure (psia) 
  p=3262.5; 
 %h is the reservoir temperature (oF) 
  h=199.4; 
 %--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
 %McCain Correlation for water density at 199.4F in lb/ft3  
  d=62.368+(0.438603*s)+(1.60074*(10^-3)*(s^2)); 
 %--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--&--*--& 
   
 %solving this, we obtain d=63.4821 lb/ft3 at a pressure of 3262.5psia. 
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Table B-15 summarises the results obtained from estimating the water PVT parameters. The composition 
of the salinity shown has been obtained based on reported Brent formation water salinity[13]. 
Table B- 15: Summary of Water PVT Properties Obtained from Correlations 
 
Composition 
NaCl 23230 mg/l 
Na2SO4 49 mg/l 
KCl 324 mg/l 
CaCl2.2H2O 954  mg/l 
MgCl2.6H2O 544 mg/l 
BaCl2.2H20 69 mg/l 
Density 63.4821 lb/ft3 
Resistivity 0.236 @77
o
F Ohm.m 
Viscosity 0.4841 @ 1atm & 0.5634cP@225atm cP 
Compressibility 3.0048x10-6 /psi 
Simulation Inputs: 
On successfully applying the correlations described, the parameters obtained had to be fed as input into 
the ECLIPSE 100 simulator.  
The water PVT properties input into the simulator are shown below; however, the detailed ECLIPSE 
input deck is discussed in Appendix-F. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ECLIPSE CODE: 
PUNQ Model given [SI UNIT]: 
PVTW                                    
        477.52        1.028    4.06E-005         0.38            0 / 
Correlations Obtained [SI UNIT]: 
PVTW                                   
        225        1.0331     4.357x10-5    0.5634       0 / 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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APPENDIX C: SPECIAL CORE ANALYSIS (SCAL) FOR SKB 
Designing the SCAL Experiment: 
Core plugs were taken via wells XP02 and XP04. Specialised core analysis (SCAL) was done on only 
well XP02 to ascertain the wettability, relative permeability and capillary pressures of the rock containing 
the reservoir fluids. The RCAL experiment was performed on both wells and is described in Mancha et 
al[6]. Some of the results reported are results of some of the analysis carried out in this project and are 
cross-referenced were necessary.   
Determination of Wettability of the Facies-Types: 
Wettability is the term used to describe the relative attraction of one fluid to a solid in the presence of 
another fluid which is immiscible[20]. Investigation of the preferential wetting behaviour of fluids in core 
plugs is of key importance in order to have an insight on how this influences the reservoir‟s behaviour. 
Knowledge of this is key because: 
a) It aids the estimation of the saturation exponent, n, which is used in the qualitative estimation of 
water saturation from electric logs using Archie‟s method as shown by Donaldson[31]. Hence, 
based on the wettabilities decided for the different facies-types, the saturation exponents chosen 
for SKB rocks were decided to be 1.75 and 2.10 for the water and mixed wet rocks respectively as 
reported in Mancha et al[6]. 
b) It helps the reservoir engineer make well-informed decisions on the type of fluids to use during 
well workovers. 
c) It enables a more confident decision to be made on the type and composition of injection fluid to 
be used during secondary recovery of the field.  
Many techniques can be used to obtain information about the wettability of a rock. Some of these 
methods may be laboratory based techniques while others are correlation based techniques. The Brooks- 
Corey correlation used for the estimation of both relative permeability and capillary pressure is dependent 
on contact angle obtained from the investigation of rock wettability. Table C-1 shows the contact angles 
used for each of the facies during the drainage process while Table C-2 shows that used during the 
imbibition process. 
Table C- 1: Contact Angles Assigned for the Drainage Process 
Facies               
F1 2 30 46 0.12 150 
F2 2.9 30 71 0.22 253 
F3 3.7 30 90 0.26 1439 
F4 1.2 30 0 0.05 10 
F5 3.1 30 84 0.24 500 
Table C- 2: Contact Angles Assigned for the Imbibition Process 
Facies               
F1 2 30 69 0.12 150 
F2 2.9 30 94 0.22 253 
F3 3.7 30 113 0.26 1439 
F4 1.2 30 7 0.05 10 
F5 3.1 30 107 0.24 500 
Relative Permeability Curve Estimation for SKB: 
To avoid a repeated description of how the curves in figure C-1 were generated, it has been omitted in this 
section; however, this can be found in the main 16 paged report. On obtaining the normalised curves in 
figure C-1, the endpoint scaling option, ENDSCALE, was then enabled into the simulator with the 
intention that these normalised curves would be scaled by kroe, krwe, Sor and Swc.  
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Figure C- 1: Brook-Corey Normalised kr-Sw Chart 
On inspection of these endpoints with respect to RQI however, it was observed that the residual oil 
saturation increased rather than decreased for the water- to mixed- wet system which is intended as 
suggested by McGhee et al 
[23]
; this was corrected for by simply reversing the mathematical trend relating 
Sor to RQI. It was also observed from plotted histograms that the distribution of Swc and Sor had some 
values at which it peaked for facies 1 & 4. These were corrected for by (1) inspecting both histograms of 
facies 1 and 4 and (2) keeping all non-constant values while re-occurring values were varied to random 
rational numbers within a span of 0.0400 following a uniform random distribution. 
The MATLAB program names used to correct this „peaking effect‟ in the original Swc data belonging to 
facies 1 and 4 are listed below and results are shown next. 
Swc Peaking Correction: 
On observing that most of the cells in the Tarbert and Rannoch formations had a connate water saturation 
of exactly 0.21 and 0.44 respectively for majority of the cells; it was decided that the values be varied 
between 0.21-0.25 and 0.44 -0.48 respectively using the MATLAB random uniform distribution function, 
this was done in order to avoid the connate water saturation of facies-1 & -4 from having constant Swc 
endpoints during the endpoint scaling process. The program names used can be found on the project CD. 
1. Program Name: MATLAB>>Swc_Peaking_Correction_for_Tarbert_Facies_1.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-2 
 
Figure C- 2: Swc Peaking Correction for Tarbert Facies 1 
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2. Program Name: MATLAB>>Swc_Peaking_Correction_for_Rannoch_Facies_1.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-3 
 
Figure C- 3: Swc Peaking Correction for Rannoch Facies 1 
A similar approach was taken to correct the connate water saturations for facies 4. On observing that most 
of the cells in the Upper and Lower Ness formations had a connate water saturation of exactly 0.21 and 
0.26 respectively; it was decided that the values be varied between 0.21-0.25 and 0.26- 0.30respectively 
using the MATLAB random uniform distribution function; again this was done in order to avoid the 
connate water saturation for most of the cells of facies-4 being constant during the endpoint scaling 
process. 
3. Program Name: MATLAB>>Swc_Peaking_Correction_for_Ness_Upper_Facies_4.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-4 
 
Figure C- 4: Swc Peaking Correction for Ness Upper Facies 4 
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4. Program Name: MATLAB>>Swc_Peaking_Correction_for_Ness_Lower_Facies_4.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-5 
 
Figure C- 5: Swc Peaking Correction for Ness Lower Facies 4 
The MATLAB programs used to correct the „peaking effect‟ in the original Sor data belonging to facies 1 
and 4 are listed below and results are shown next. 
Sor Peaking Correction: 
Sor and Swc values are used during the endpoint scaling process of the saturation curves, therefore, the 
Sor values also had to be inspected. A similar approach was taken to correct the residual oil saturations 
for facies 1 and 4. The Tarbert Sor was found to be constant at 0.16; this was varied between 0.14-0.16. 
1. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_Peaking_Correction_for_Tarbert_Facies_1.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-6 
 
Figure C- 6: Sor Peaking Correction for Tarbert Facies 1 
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The Rannoch Sor was found to be constant at 0.14; this was varied to between 0.10-0.14. 
 
2. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_Peaking_Correction_for_Rannoch_Facies_1.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-7 
 
Figure C- 7: Sor Peaking Correction for  Rannoch Facies 1 
The Upper Ness Sor was found to be constant at 0.12; this was varied between 0.12-0.16. 
3. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_Peaking_Correction_for_Ness_Upper_Facies_4.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-8 
 
Figure C- 8: Sor Peaking Correction for Ness Upper Facies 4 
 
 
The Lower Ness Sor was found to be have repetitive 0.10 values for most of the cells as shown on the left 
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hand side of figure C-9; this was varied between 0.10-0.14. 
4. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_Peaking_Correction_for_Ness_Lower_Facies_4.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-9 
 
Figure C- 9: Sor Peaking Correction for Ness Lower Facies 4 
The methodology used to re-distribute the Sor with respect to RQI is described next. 
Sor-RQI Redistribution: 
McGhee et al
[23]
 reported that residual oil saturations were observed to decrease as wettability varied from 
water-wet to neutral. Treiber et al
[32] 
suggested that the residual saturations decreased with increase in 
permeability. Absolute permeability is directly proportional to RQI and as such this statement is 
applicable to it. The original data followed a logarithmic regression therefore the corrected reversed 
version followed the same logarithmic trend. The links and results are shown in this section. It‟s worth 
pointing out that the range of values of the input array (termed „A‟) were still maintained to some degree 
and only the way they varied with RQI changed. A pictorial description is given as well as the list of 
MATLAB programs used to achieve this. 
1. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_Redistribution _for_Tarbert.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-10 to C-12 
 
Figure C- 10: Sor Redistribution for Tarbert 
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Figure C- 11: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (initial) 
 
 
Figure C- 12: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (final) 
2. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_ Redistribution _for_Ness_Upper.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-13 to C-15 
 
Figure C- 13: Sor Redistribution for Ness Upper 
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Figure C- 14: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (initial) 
 
Figure C- 15: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (final) 
3. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_ Redistribution _for_Ness_Lower.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-16 to C-18 
 
Figure C- 16: Sor Redistribution for Ness Lower 
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Figure C- 17: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (Initial) 
 
Figure C- 18: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (final) 
4. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_ Redistribution _for_Etive.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-19 to C-21 
 
Figure C- 19: Sor Redistribution for Etive 
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Figure C- 20: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (Initial) 
 
Figure C- 21: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (Final) 
5. Program Name: MATLAB>>Sor_ Redistribution _for_Rannoch.m 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-22 to C-24 
 
Figure C- 22: Sor Redistribution for Rannoch 
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Figure C- 23: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (Initial) 
  
Figure C- 24: Plot of RQI vs. SOWCR (Final) 
The connate water saturation of the model is downward trending with respect to rock quality index and is 
shown in Figure C-25. 
 
Figure C- 25: Plot of RQI vs. SWL 
The oil and water relative permeability endpoint (kroe and krwe) of the model are upward trending with 
respect to rock quality index and is shown in Figure C-26 and C-27 respectively. 
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              Figure C- 26: Plot of RQI vs. Kroe          Figure C- 27: Plot of RQI vs. kroe 
On concluding on the endpoints, the normalised kr saturation table was written into the simulator; the 
ENDSCALE option was then activated and the main *.DATA file run. 
 
Reverse Engineering the Relative Permeability Curves to Create Exercises to be analysed by 
Prospective Students: 
Ten cases of the endpoint scaled curves were taken and reversed engineered in order for prospective 
students to learn to correct „rough-looking‟ relative permeability curves; these cases were assumed to be 
for different core plugs. Air, brine and oil absolute permeabilities were provided for each of the plugs so 
that various quality-checking measures/techniques would be applied to judge if the particular case (core 
plug) was of good, moderate or poor quality. Details of how this was done are described in this section.  
 
Using endpoint scaling, SATNUM and IMBNUM „pointers‟ ensured that all 2.6 million grid cells had 
their corresponding relative permeability and capillary pressure curves assigned. Each of these grid cells 
has their corresponding permeability, porosity, endpoint relative permeabilities, connate water saturation 
and residual oil saturation. Twelve grid cells were considered along the region of penetration of well 
XP02 since it was used for the SCAL analysis. 
 
The attributes of these 12 cases or core plugs is shown in table C-3 and C-5; the illustrated grid cell 
properties were identified with the help of Petrel log sets exported, the plug numbers have been named 
following no particular order. Firstly, the way these endpoints varied with respect to the rock quality 
indices were also plotted to check for consistency in the grid; the plots are shown in figure C-28 to C-31. 
Table C- 3: Relative Permeability Curve Parameters for the twelve core plug Different Facies-Types 
MD Assigned Region/Facies#   KRO KRW SWL SOWCR PERMX PORO RQI Plug # 
2097.857 2 2.9 0.980271 0.439175 0.117057 0.236709 1505.56 0.3526 65.34016 7 
2099.857 2 2.9 0.944047 0.326264 0.144633 0.326542 167.5 0.2226 27.43379 20 
2108.657 2 2.9 0.862386 0.260244 0.16175 0.371958 79.7173 0.2547 17.69069 97 
2133.46 4 1.2 0.61501 0.381583 0.166636 0.388223 64.22911 0.2592 15.74149 33 
2134.56 4 1.2 0.48749 0.100283 0.226836 0.547151 0.060029 0.0362 1.287308 64 
2135.559 4 1.2 0.48749 0.100283 0.226836 0.547151 0.060029 0.0362 1.287308 82 
2145.911 5 3.1 0.955324 0.733802 0.117057 0.218476 14078.4 0.2702 228.2618 37 
2155.26 5 3.1 0.955324 0.733802 0.117057 0.207186 6829.54 0.0918 272.6937 83 
2209.058 5 3.1 0.994402 0.187793 0.140278 0.322475 2048.84 0.1294 125.8143 69 
2231.807 3 3.7 0.994402 0.480287 0.140278 0.127245 10984.5 0.3316 182.0106 44 
2239.209 3 3.7 0.994402 0.480318 0.140278 0.133375 8974.08 0.346 161.0535 60 
2256.86 1 2 0.479234 0.592851 0.208452 0.159027 246.584 0.1916 35.87234 18 
*Notice that in table C-3 , figures C28, C-31,  the relative permeability and capillary pressure curves shown, orange signifies facies 2; green indicates facies 4; 
blue indicated facies 5; yellow indicates while facies 1 is illustrated in red. 
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The plots were all found to be consistent for water- to mixed- wet systems and their upward and 
downward trends are coherent with the written programs used to remodel the saturations which have 
already been discussed in a previous section of this appendix. The spreadsheet created for the relative 
permeability analysis can be found in SCAL>>Relative_Permeability_Experiment_Design. 
 
Figure C- 28: SOWCR-RQI Plot for All Core Plugs 
 
Figure C-29: SWL-RQI Plot for All Core Plugs 
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Figure C- 30: KROE-RQI Plot for All Core Plugs 
 
 
Figure C- 31: KRWE-RQI Plot for All Core Plugs 
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Next, Kair, Kbrine and Koil were created using correlations obtained from Wytch farm data as a guide. It 
is assumed that PERMX in the model is the Kbrine since the reservoir is initially saturated with formation 
brine before migration of the hydrocarbons into the field. The plots are shown in figure C-32 and figure 
C-35 and are all labelled. 
Figure C- 32: Kbrine-Kair Correlation for Wytch Farm Field. 
 
Figure C- 33: Kbrine-Kair Correlation for Wytch Farm Field. 
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Figure C- 34: Kbrine-Kair Correlation for SKB Field. 
 
Figure C- 35: Kbrine-Koil Correlation for SKB Field. 
 
On deciding on the absolute permeabilities of air, brine and oil, to be used, a quality check (QC) was done 
on the core plugs and some noise was added deliberately in order to have core plugs that were of good, 
moderate and poor quality. The QC criteria used was that presented by Jackson M.D
[33]
,  summarised in 
table C-4. 
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Table C- 4: QC Criteria Used in Designing the SKB  Core Experiment 
s/n Issue Expected Range Comments 
1 Kbrine/Kair Would have concerns if 
>1.25; or <0.5 
Where clays are present may expect Kbrine to be less than Kair. 
 
If Kbrine much larger than Kair may suspect K has been increased by 
mechanical damage (fracturing?) 
 
Low values of Kbrine may be result of mechanical damage (“fines” 
blocking pore throats?-clay swelling?)  
2 Swi Compare to expectation 
from Pc data 
Possible high Swi when “flood down” used to establish initial conditions 
3 Koil(@Swi/Kabsolute) >0.5 (unless Swi very 
high); <1.25 
 
4 Krw(@ 1-Swi) >0.1 Even for strongly water wet case very low values of Krw may be 
suspect 
5 Power law exponent for relative 
permeability curves 
n>1.5; n<7 Expectations should be governed by views in wettability 
 
Table C- 5: Relative Permeability Curve Parameters for the twelve core plugs (contd.) 
Plug 
# KOIL KBRINE KAIR φ 
AIR
BRINE
k
K
 
koil @ 
BRINE abs
wirr
k
S  
koil @ 
 
absAIR
wirr
k
S  
Swirr 
Facie
s#  
Depth 
taken Comment 
RQI=

K  
7 1475.86 1505.56 2428.16 
0.3
5 0.6200 0.9803 0.6078 0.11706 2 2097.86 Excellent 65.3402 
20 158.13 167.50 
113.387
9 
0.2
2 1.4772 0.94403 1.3946 0.1446 2 2099.86 Moderate 27.4338 
97 68.75 79.72 
306.317
5 
0.2
5 0.2602 0.8624 0.2244 0.1618 2 2108.66 Poor 17.6907 
33 39.50 64.23 
58.3227
6 
0.2
6 1.1013 0.6150 0.6773 0.16664 4 2133.46 V. good 15.7415 
64 1.00 2.06 
20.5421
6 
0.0
4 0.1003 0.4875 0.0489 0.2268 4 2134.56 poor 1.2873 
82 1.49 3.06 
30.5139
4 
0.0
4 0.1003 0.4875 0.0489 0.2268 4 2135.56 poor 1.2873 
37 
13449.4
3 
14078.4
0 
19185.5
6 
0.2
7 0.7338 0.9553 0.7010 0.11706 5 2145.9 good 
228.261
8 
83 6524.42 6829.54 
6307.06
1 
0.0
9 1.0828 0.95533 1.0345 0.11706 5 2155.26 good 
272.693
7 
69 2037.37 2048.84 10910.1 
0.1
3 0.1878 0.99443 0.1867 0.14028 5 2209.06 poor 
125.814
3 
44 
10923.0
1 10984.5 12870.7 
0.3
3 0.8535 0.99440 0.8487 0.14028 3 2231.81 good 
182.010
6 
60 8923.84 8974.08 
18683.6
2 
0.3
5 0.4803 0.99440 0.4776 0.14028 3 2239.21 Moderate 
161.053
5 
18 118.17 246.584 
415.929
2 
0.1
9 0.5929 0.4792 0.2841 0.20845 1 2256.86 moderate 35.8723 
 
Considering only one example to avoid repetition, plug #18 correction methodology has been reported in 
this report; other plug data are corrected using the same technique. The methodology is as follows: 
1. Inspect the „raw‟ relative permeability data as shown below. Notice that certain data points are 
missing; this has been done deliberately to disguise the curves to look distorted. 
 
Figure C- 36: Raw Relative Permeability Data obtained from SKB  Core Experiment on Plug 18 
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2. Use the Brooks Corey relative permeability correlation (equation 35-38) to estimate better looking 
curves using several lithology factors until a match such as that achieved in figure C-37 is found. 
 =2 was found to be the matching lithology factor in this case. 
 
Figure C- 37: Raw Relative Permeability Data obtained from SKB  Core Experiment on Plug 18 (corrected) 
 
3. The Brook-Corey expression for relative permeability gives the normalised relative permeability 
curves for oil. This has to be corrected for during the analysis by using the Kroe endpoint of the 
model which is intentionally made the same as the 
brine
oil
K
K
 ratio shown in table C-5. 
 
Figure C- 38: Denormalised Relative Permeability Data obtained from SKB  Core Experiment on Plug 18 (corrected) 
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Capillary Pressure: 
The methodology describing how the drainage and imbibition capillary pressure curves were generated 
can be found in the 16-page main report. Figure C-39 illustrates the drainage curves obtained; the spread 
sheet used to generate the data can be found in the location path given. 
1. Program Name: SCAL>>Saturations NONConstant Drainage Capillary Pressure 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-39 
 
Figure C- 39: Pcap Primary Drainage Curves over Sw range 
2. Program Name: SCAL>>Saturations NONConstant Drainage Capillary Pressure 
Pictorial Result: Figure C-40 
 
Figure C- 40: Pcap Primary Imbibition Curves over Sw range 
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Pseudocode used for Matrix Indexing on a Facies-facies basis: 
CREATE EMPTY MATRIX 
         /* Read ‘InputArray’ and linearise it into a unit vector using a counter; this counter must have the rows and columns set  to 
required values; this linearising process is necessary to ensure that when allocating the cell values to rows, columns and   pages, the 
correct values were used. Rows = no. of cells in y-; Columns= no. of cells in x-; Pages= no. of cells in z-. 
 array EMPTYarray: Array to store the results in 
 integer ArrayWidth: width of the matrix (# of cells in the x-direction) referred to as columns 
 integer ArrayHeight: height of the matrix (# of cells in the y-direction) referred to as rows 
 integer ArrayValue: Matrix Index or location of the cell in the 60x220x197 corresponding to the sought facies-type */ 
Initialize integer parameter values for the EMPTYarray header: ArrayHeight, ArrayWidth and InputArray  
       /*Adjust/arrange the input array as intended into rows (y-), columns (x-) and pages (z-)*/  
 if the parameter values have been received correctly 
   Go to next function routine ApplyDescriminant ( ) 
 else 
   Flag an Error 
   Go to initialize parameter values: row, column and page value 
 Endif 
      /* Creates an Empty array to put the results in; One element in the array corresponds to an ArrayValue /cell position in the grid */ 
Use matrix indexing to find the cells which answer ‘true’ to the applied discriminating filter. 
 routine find_location ( ) 
      /*Checks if the output value is a logical value or double */ 
if the output is a double 
Extract the Matrix locations in MS Excel and assign it to any array of interest such as ‘SATNUM’, 
‘IMBNUM’ and ‘PERMZ’ etc. 
 elseif the output is a logical value 
Convert to a double and Extract the Matrix locations in MS Excel and assign it to any array of interest 
such as ‘SATNUM’, ‘IMBNUM’ and ‘PERMZ’ etc. 
 else Flag an Error 
   Go back to Generate EMPTY Matrix Array step 
 Endif 
        */  
Capillary pressure data for nineteen samples were created in order for lab to reservoir conversions to be 
made as well as the transition zone calculation to be carried out. In addition, creation of this data ensured 
that a QC check can be done on the resistivity log generated saturations using J(Sw), the Leverett-J 
function calculated saturation. The assumed contact angle and oil-water surface tension for lab and field 
conditions were provided and are shown in table C-6. It is assumed that the samples studied mainly 
consist of facies 4; the data used were extracts from the fine-grid model. 
Table C- 6: Contact Angles and Oil-Water Surface Tension used for the analysis at reservoir and laboratory conditions. 
Condition 
Contact Angle (
o
) Oil-Water Surface tension (dynes/cm) 
Reservoir 30
 o
 30 dynes/cm 
   
Laboratory 0
 o
 72 dynes/cm 
The methodology followed is summarised below:  
1. Extract the depths, region numbers, absolute permeability, porosity and capillary pressure 
information from the fine-grid model penetrated by well XP02. 
2. Consider 19 samples out of the entire depth extracted which hit facies 4. 
3. Facies 4 has the highest capillary pressure height hence when the simulator calculates the 
transition zone via equilibration it uses capillary data for facies 4. When designing the capillary 
curves this was taken into consideration by fixing the height of the curve (which would have 
otherwise gone to infinite) to be equal to the entry pressure plus the 20m transition zone change in 
pressure, ΔPtransition. 
The intended transition zone height is 20m ca. Transition zone is calculated in the simulator using: 
)-(
)P-(P*144
=h
ow
c1c2
trans
  
………………… (76) 
Where: htrans=65.62ft; P is pressure in psi; ρw =63.5 lbm/ft3; ρw =52.7 lbm/ft
3. The transitional change in 
pressure was found to be 4.9215psi as shown in figure C-41. Figure C-42 is an east-west cross-section of 
the field illustrating the transition zone has taken effect in the model and gives a transition zone of 20m. 
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Figure C- 41: Transition Zone Estimation from Capillary Pressure Information 
.  
Figure C- 42: East-West Cross-Section of SKB Field Observing the Transition Zone Height 
4. In order to obtain the curves (in fig C-43 and C-44) for the nineteen samples considered, the 
drainage capillary pressures for facies 4 was investigated. 
 
5. With the aid of mathematical translation of the reference curve (Sample: KELZ01/27), adjacent 
curves were obtained for the other 18 samples. Using the values assumed in table C-6 and 
equation 77 below, the curves in figure C-43 and C-44 were obtained for lab and reservoir 
conditions respectively. 
Oil-Water 
Contact 
A section of 
the transition 
zone 
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lab
res
)cos(
)cos(
P=P c(lab)c(res)

 ………………… (77) 
6.  The next step which could be followed is a quality check procedure of the resistivity log 
generated water saturations with the Leveret-J function calculated saturation obtained by equating 
the left hand side of equation 78 to the right hand side of equation  79 and iterating for A,B and C 
to find the best match obtainable. At the time of the analysis, the resistivity log was unavailable; 
hence this QC check was not done. 
 
………………… (78)
  
C
wcw )S-B(SA=J(Sw)  ……………… (79) 
 
Figure C- 43: Pcap Lab data for different samples   Figure C- 44: Pcap Reservoir data for different samples 
 
Table C-7 shows the properties of all 19 samples. The spreadsheet created for the capillary pressure 
analysis can be found in SCAL>>Capillary_Pressure_Experiment_Design.  
Table C- 7: Contact Angles and Oil-Water Surface Tension used for the analysis at reservoir and laboratory conditions. 
S/N Depth of Sample Sample 
Sample K (mD) Sample φ (fraction) 
1 2128.26 K01/2 315.153 0.2319 
2 2129.359 K01/4 315.153 0.2319 
3 2129.36 K01/9 100.416 0.3461 
4 2130.359 K01/12 100.416 0.3461 
5 2130.36 K01/14 116.711 0.1625 
6 2131.41 K01/17 116.711 0.1625 
7 2131.411 K01/21 108.36 0.1819 
8 2132.459 K01/22 108.36 0.1819 
9 2132.46 K01/26 251.718 0.2588 
10 2133.459 KELZ01/27 251.718 0.2588 
11 2133.46 K01/28 64.22911 0.2592 
12 2134.559 K01/32 64.22911 0.2592 
13 2134.56 K01/35 0.060029 0.0362 
14 2135.559 K01/39 0.060029 0.0362 
15 2138.66 K01/42 169.431 0.2742 
16 2139.71 K01/45 169.431 0.2742 
17 2139.711 K01/51 898.122 0.2395 
18 2140.759 K01/53 898.122 0.2395 
19 2140.76 K01/56 435.782 0.2449 
 
 
Conversion from lab to reservoir 
condition 

K
)cos(
)(SP
=)J(S wcw
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APPENDIX D: PERMZ CORRECTION & MATLAB SCRIPTS USED FOR MATRIX 
INDEXING OF THE SKB GRID. 
D-1. Estimation of the Facies-Dependent PERMZ Multipliers 
The vertical permeability accompanying the PUNQ model was simply a „0.1‟ scalar multiplier of the 
horizontal permeabilities of the fine-grid which is quite unrealistic and had to be changed by using 
varying multipliers depending on the facies-type.  
Justification of the new multipliers used is given; these multipliers were then assigned to the matrix 
indices/grid cell locations identified using the „matrix indexing‟ code listed in section D-2. 
Facies 1 (“distal lower shoreface”): kv/kh = 0.001 
Thin (1s-100s cm), laterally extensive mudstones interbedded with micaceous sandstone beds greatly 
reduce kv by several orders of magnitude
[26]
. 
 
Facies 2 (“proximal lower shoreface”): kv/kh = 0.1 
Micaceous sandstone beds are stacked vertically (i.e. are not separated by mudstones), but internally the 
sandstone beds contain pervasive mm-scale layering defined by mica concentrations. Mica is a platy 
mineral, and its abundance along the mm-scale layers reduces kv by about one order of magnitude. Note 
that this mm-scale mica layering is also present in the sandstone beds in facies 1, but the mudstones 
introduce more significant heterogeneity in this facies. For more detail, see
[27]
 :  
 
Facies 3 (“upper shoreface, foreshore and barrier island complex”): kv/kh = 1 
Generally well-sorted, non-micaceous sandstones with a relatively isotropic texture. Some heterogeneity, 
related to cross-bedding for example but typically less than an order of magnitude variability between kv 
and kh in core plugs; hence, kv/kh ratio was chosen to be 1
 [26]
. 
 
Facies 4 (“shale and coal”): kv/kh = 0.001 
Essentially non-reservoir. “Shale” facies are characterised by abundant laterally extensive and laminated 
mudstones that greatly reduce kv by several orders of magnitude
 [26]
. 
 
Facies 5 (“channel-fill, mouth bar and crevasse-splay sandstones”): kv/kh = 1 
This facies is a bit of a “bucket”; geologically speaking, it could be subdivided into “sub-facies”. The best 
quality rock is contained within moderately sorted, cross-bedded sandstones with fairly isotropic textures 
at core-plug scale in channels (kv/kh ~ 1). Crevasse-splay sandstones form thin sheets of similar texture 
(kv/kh ~ 1). Mouth bar sandstones are moderately micaceous and contain variable amounts of thin 
mudstone partings (kv/kh ~ 0.01-0.1), but they occur in relatively small and discontinuous bodies. Careful 
inspection of the fine-scale model shows  that the channel-fills are the most abundant “sub-facies” , as lots 
of channel geometries exist in slices through the model (hence the decision to use kv/kh = 1 as a “mean” 
value). A more detailed analysis of a range of sand-body types and their distribution can be found in the 
paper by Livera et al
[28]
. 
Figure D-1.1 and D-1.2 illustrate the cross-sections of the fine-grid in the same direction, using the same 
legend as shown. Inspection of the cross-section shows change has been effected; however, random noise 
can be added to the multipliers to introduce even more variation but this must be done with justifiable 
reasons. 
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Figure D-1.1: Old Vertical Permeability, Which was a 0.1 Scalar Multiplier of the Horizontal Permeabilities. 
 
Figure D-1.2: New Vertical Permeabilities, with varying  Scalar Multipliers of the Horizontal Permeabilities. 
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D-2.  MATLAB Scripts Used to Remodel PERMZ. 
PERMZ Correction for Tarbert Facies 1 & Facies 2: 
Tarbert Facies 1 
clear all 
clc 
A=[load('Tarbert_swc.txt','-ascii')] 
  
%find number of rows (r) and columns (c) in matrix A 
[r,c] = size(A); 
  
%set up a vector that first lists all the entries in row 1 of A, then 
row 
%2, etc 
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c:c*r) 
    vec(i:i+c-1) = A(counter,:); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
%make a column vector 
vec=vec'; 
 %this has to be consistent so that r_new*c_new = the size of vec 
r_new = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
  
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c_new:r_new*c_new) 
    new_mat(counter,:) = vec(i:i+c_new-1); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
%to make a matrix in rows, columns and pages 
%this has to be consistent so that r_new3D*c_new3D*p_new3D = the size 
of vec 
r_new3D = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new3D = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
p_new3D = 35; % number of pages in new matrix 
  
for(j=1:p_new3D) 
    counter = 1; 
    for (i=1:c_new3D:r_new3D*c_new3D) 
        start = i+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        finish = i+c_new3D-1+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        new_mat3D(counter,:,j) = vec(start:finish); 
        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
[r_new3D,c_new3D,p_new3D]=find(new_mat3D>0.21); 
 
Tarbert Facies 2 
NOTE: For Tarbert Facies 2, the same code is used except that the last 
line is replaced by the comment below and uncommented. 
 
%[r_new3D,c_new3D,p_new3D]=find(new_mat3D<0.21); 
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PERMZ Correction for Ness Upper & Lower (Facies 4 & Facies 5): 
NESS UPPER & LOWER Facies 4 
 
clear all 
clc 
A=[load('NessUpper_permx.txt','-ascii')] 
    %Or 
%A=[load('NessLower_permx.txt','-ascii')] 
 
%find number of rows (r) and columns (c) in matrix A 
[r,c] = size(A); 
  
%set up a vector that first lists all the entries in row 1 of A, then 
row 
%2, etc 
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c:c*r) 
    vec(i:i+c-1) = A(counter,:); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
%make a column vector 
vec=vec'; 
  
  
%this has to be consistent so that r_new*c_new = the size of vec 
r_new = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
  
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c_new:r_new*c_new) 
    new_mat(counter,:) = vec(i:i+c_new-1); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
  
%to make a matrix in rows, columns and pages 
%this has to be consistent so that r_new3D*c_new3D*p_new3D = the size 
of vec 
r_new3D = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new3D = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
p_new3D = 50; % number of pages in new matrix 
  
for(j=1:p_new3D) 
    counter = 1; 
    for (i=1:c_new3D:r_new3D*c_new3D) 
        start = i+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        finish = i+c_new3D-1+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        new_mat3D(counter,:,j) = vec(start:finish); 
        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
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%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
B=[load('NessUpper_ntg.txt','-ascii')] 
%find number of rows (r) and columns (c) in matrix A 
[s,d] = size(B); 
%set up a vector that first lists all the entries in row 1 of A, then 
row 
%2, etc 
counterB = 1; 
for (j=1:d:d*s) 
    vecB(j:j+d-1) = B(counterB,:); 
    counterB = counterB + 1; 
end 
%make a column vector 
vecB=vecB'; 
  
  
%this has to be consistent so that r_new*c_new = the size of vec 
s_new = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
d_new = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
  
counterB = 1; 
for (j=1:d_new:s_new*d_new) 
    new_matB(counterB,:) = vecB(j:j+d_new-1); 
    counterB = counterB + 1; 
end 
  
%to make a matrix in rows, columns and pages 
%this has to be consistent so that r_new3D*c_new3D*p_new3D = the size 
of vec 
s_new3D = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
d_new3D = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
q_new3D = 50; % number of pages in new matrix 
  
for(k=1:q_new3D) 
    counterB = 1; 
    for (j=1:d_new3D:s_new3D*d_new3D) 
        startB = j+(k-1)*s_new3D*d_new3D; 
        finishB = j+d_new3D-1+(k-1)*s_new3D*d_new3D; 
        new_mat3DB(counterB,:,k) = vec(startB:finishB); 
        counterB = counterB + 1; 
    end 
end 
  
M=new_mat3DB.*(-3); 
T=10.^([M]+2); 
[s_new3D,d_new3D,q_new3D]=find(new_mat3DB<T); 
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NESS UPPER & LOWER Facies 5 
 
NOTE: For Facies 5, the same code is used except that the last line is 
replaced by the comment below and uncommented. 
 
%[s_new3D,d_new3D,q_new3D]=find(new_mat3DB<T); 
 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%
*% This section can be done in the future for more variation to be 
introduced to the vertical permeabilities 
   ADD NOISE (GAUSSIAN or Random Uniform NOISE IN EXCELL) 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
Apply the ‘MULTIPLY’ keyword in E100 Simulator to assign the new 
vertical permeability(PERMZ)multipliers to the matrix indices 
generated by the code above.    
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
 
 
PERMZ Correction for Etive Facies 3: 
 
%Since the Etive formation consists predominantly of only one facies, 
there was no need to set a condition and hence no need to apply matrix 
indexing to the model parameters. 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
  The PERMZ multiplier is 1 in this case as already discussed 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
Apply the ‘MULTIPLY’ keyword in E100 Simulator. 
It’s worth emphasising that the sands identified in this zone were of 
excellent reservoir quality and were reasonably clean. 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
 
PERMZ Correction for Rannoch Facies 1 & Facies 2: 
 
RANNOCH Facies 1: 
 
clear all 
clc 
A=[load('Rannoch_swc.txt','-ascii')] 
  
%find number of rows (r) and columns (c) in matrix A 
[r,c] = size(A); 
  
%set up a vector that first lists all the entries in row 1 of A, then 
row 
%2, etc 
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c:c*r) 
    vec(i:i+c-1) = A(counter,:); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
%make a column vector 
vec=vec'; 
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%this has to be consistent so that r_new*c_new = the size of vec 
r_new = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
  
counter = 1; 
for (i=1:c_new:r_new*c_new) 
    new_mat(counter,:) = vec(i:i+c_new-1); 
    counter = counter + 1; 
end 
  
%to make a matrix in rows, columns and pages 
%this has to be consistent so that r_new3D*c_new3D*p_new3D = the size 
of vec 
r_new3D = 60; %number of rows in new matrix 
c_new3D = 220; % number of columns in new matrix 
p_new3D = 50; % number of pages in new matrix 
  
for(j=1:p_new3D) 
    counter = 1; 
    for (i=1:c_new3D:r_new3D*c_new3D) 
        start = i+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        finish = i+c_new3D-1+(j-1)*r_new3D*c_new3D; 
        new_mat3D(counter,:,j) = vec(start:finish); 
        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
[r_new3D,c_new3D,p_new3D]=find(new_mat3D>0.44); 
 
 
 
RANNOCH Facies 2: 
 
%NOTE: For Rannoch Facies 2, the same code is used except that the 
last line is replaced by the comment below and uncommented. 
 
%[r_new3D,c_new3D,p_new3D]=find(new_mat3D<0.44); 
 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%
*% This section can be done in the future for more variation to be 
introduced to the vertical permeabilities 
 ADD NOISE (GAUSSIAN or Random Uniform NOISE IN EXCELL/MATLAB) 
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
Apply the ‘MULTIPLY’ keyword in E100 Simulator to assign the new 
vertical permeability(PERMZ)multipliers to the matrix indices 
generated by the code above.    
%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%%%*%**%**%**%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*%*% 
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APPENDIX E: MODEL TEST WITH INJECTORS AND PRODUCERS 
On successful completion of the set tasks, the model had to be tested to check if laws of physics and flow 
mechanics were obeyed. 
The five exploration wells were produced from and afterwards wells XP01 and XP05 were converted to 
injectors after being observed as the least producing being drilled in the water leg. In the future 
sensitivities would have to be run on certain parameters such as fault transmissibility, rock and fluid 
parameters to investigate their impact on STOIIP and reserves. The test well locations are illustrated in 
figure E-1. 
 
Figure E- 1: Well Locations in the SKB field under Test Run 
The results of the test run for 2 months of production are shown in figures E-2 to E-7. Inspection of these 
plots suggests that from the onset of production, wells XP01 and XP05 don‟t produce oil. This is expected 
since both wells were drilled in order to investigate the lateral extent of the reservoir and were found to hit 
the water leg. The reverse occurs in well XP02, XP03 and XP04 were these were found to be producing; 
this is logical as these other 3 wells were drilled either on the crest or flanks of the structure. 
Note that in Part1 of this project reported by Mancha et al [6], wells XP01 to XP05 have been renamed as 
XP04, XP02, XP01, XP03 and XP05 respectively, where only XP02 and XP05 remain the same. 
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Figure E- 2: Oil & Water Production Rates for Well XP01 (case I)       Figure E- 3: Oil & Water Production Rates for Well XP02 (case I) 
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Figure E- 4: Oil & Water Production Rates for Well XP03 (case I)     Figure E- 5: Oil & Water Production Rates for Well XP04 (case I) 
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Figure E- 6: Oil & Water Production Rates for Well XP05 (case I) 
Next, a prediction water flood strategy was run where wells XP01 and XP05 were converted to injectors 
since they were drilled in the water-leg. The results of the 2 month runs run on the model is shown in 
figures E-7.  The cumulative oil production before and after the introduction of water injection are shown 
in green and orange plots respectively.  
 
Figure E- 7: Oil &  Water Cumulative Production for all Wells (case I & II) 
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APPENDIX F: ECLIPSE INPUT DECK FOR SKB RESERVOIR SIMULATION 
SUMMARY AND DESCRIPTION OF ECLIPSE CODE LISTING 
The program used to run the simulation model was written in ECLIPSE 100 black oil simulator. It is 
made up of a main *.DATA file extension program, INCLUDE files in *.inc and *.ecl format; as well as 
„sub-include‟ files. Due to the size of some files, some of the files have not been shown; however, all the 
simulation files and extensions can be found in the „ECLIPSE‟ folder of the CD. Brief explanation of the 
main program is as follows:  
RUNSPEC:  
 Specifies the run title, grid dimensions. 
 Specifies the start date of the simulation run. 
 Reads in the unit convention of the model input parameters. 
 Flags the active phases present. 
 Controls optional switches. In our model, one of such switch is the SATOPTS switch which turns 
on the hysteresis option. 
GRID:  
 Determines the basic geometry of the grid. 
 Specifies static properties such as porosity, net-to-gross, and absolute permeability for each grid 
cell. 
 Reads in the parameters necessary for the calculation of grid block pore volumes, mid-point 
depths and inter-block transmissibility. 
EDIT:  
 States instruction used to modify the now calculated pore volumes, block centre depths, 
transmissibilities, diffusivities and non-neighbour connections computed by the program from the 
data entered in the GRID section. 
PROPS:  
 Reads in pressure and saturation dependent properties of the reservoir rock and fluid. 
 All saturation tables are specified in this section including both SATNUM (drainage) and 
IMBNUM (imbibition) in our case. 
 Uses specified endpoints to scale the normalised relative permeability tables fed into the simulator 
over effective saturation between 0-1. In our model doing this achieved a water-wet to mixed wet 
wettability. 
REGIONS:  
 Divides the computational grid into regions for saturation functions. 
 Divides the computational grid into regions for reporting of fluids in place. 
 Divides the computational grid into regions for equilibration. 
 Divides the computational grid into regions for the calculation of saturation functions for 
imbibition. 
SOLUTION:  
 Reads the specified data to define the initial state of every grid block in the reservoir in terms of 
pressure and saturations. 
 Equilibrates the model. 
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SUMMARY:  
 Specifies a number of variables that are to be written to Summary files. 
SCHEDULE:  
 Specifies the operations to be simulated such as production and injection as well as the times at 
which output reports are required. Controls and well constraints are also specified in this section 
of the code. 
Within the main program the following sub-routines are called up to perform different tasks in the 
following order: 
1. pqfinegrid.inc: Specifies the grid parameters necessary to generate the GRID file which can be 
viewed. 
2. permNew.inc: Defines the absolute permeabilities of the grid cells. It also contains the corrected 
version of PERMZ which has been modelled on a facies-to-facies basis to introduce noise and 
achieve geological reality in the model. 
3. poro.inc: Writes the porosity values of each of the 2.6 million cells into the GRID section of the 
code. 
4. ntg.inc: Writes the net/gross values of each of the 2.6 million cells into the GRID section. 
5. editnnc.sect: Defines non-neighbouring connections present in the grid. 
6. sat2pSATIMB.inc: Writes the saturation tables into the *.DATA file; in our model, 10 tables 
were used, 5 for drainage and 5 for imbibition. 
7. pvt3pNew.inc: Describes the PVT properties of the oil-water fluid model  
8. endpoints_original.inc: Applies the scaling endpoints such as Kroe, Krwe, Swc and Sowcr to the 
input normalised saturation relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. 
9. regionsNewHister: Reads the specified drainage and imbibition curves cell locations into the 
*.DATA file. 
10. SolutionNew: Defines the parameters used to equilibrate the model. 
11. Summary: Specifies the operations to be simulated such as production and injection as well as the 
times at which output reports are required. Controls and well constraints are also specified in this 
section of the code.  
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ECLIPSE CODE FOR SOUTH KENSINGTON RESERVOIR SIMULATION 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
-- ==================================================================== 
-- 
-- *** Imperial Reservoir Complex Model - Fine Grid Version 
-- (Adapted from the PUNQ complex reservoir model) 
--     ---------------------------------------- 
-- 
--              INCLUDE FILES REQUIRED FOR THIS RUN ARE 
-- 
-- Reservoir geometry : pqfinegrid.inc 
-- Rock properties    : perm.inc, poro.inc, ntg.inc 
-- Fluid Properties   : sat2pSATIMB.inc, pvt3pNEW.inc, endpoints-
original.inc 
-- Regionalisations   : regionsNEWhyster.inc 
-- Solution           : solutionNEW.inc 
-- Summaries Requested: summary.inc 
-- Time steps and well definitions: schedule.inc 
-- 
-- ===================================================================== 
-- 
-- Comments 
-- -------- 
-- 1. Oil and water only 
-- 2. heterogeneous geology 
-- 3. fault permeabilities modelled by FAG algorithm 
-- 
-- ===================================================================== 
-- Chapter 1:   RUNSPECS 
--              Title, problem dimensions, switches, phases present etc. 
-- 
-- ===================================================================== 
RUNSPEC 
-- 
SATOPTS 
HYSTER/ 
-- 
NOECHO 
TITLE 
  Imperial Reservoir COMPLEX FINE GRID RESERVOIR, June 2011 
DIMENS 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Dimensions of the model 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Nx   Ny   Nz 
   60   220  197 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Phases present 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WATER 
OIL 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Unit system used 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
METRIC 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Dimensions of equilibration Tables 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EQLDIMS 
--  NTEQUIL NDPRVD NDRXVD NTTRVD NSTRVD 
       1     100      2      1     20 / 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Use saturation Table end-point scaling 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ENDSCALE 
-- arg1         arg2      NTENDP NSENDP 
  'NODIR'     'REVERS'       1      1  / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Table dimensions 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TABDIMS 
-- NTSFUN NTPVT NSSFUN NPPVT NTFIP NRPVT NTENDP 
     10      1     50     50    1     40 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Regions dimension data 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
REGDIMS 
-- NTFIP NMFIPR NRFREG NTFREG MHISTM NMHSTR 
     20     1       0      0      0      1 / 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Well dimensions data 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WELLDIMS 
-- NWMAXZ NCWMAX NGMAXZ NWGMAX 
      30    197    2     30 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Number of iterations to update well flow targets 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NUPCOL 
    6 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Production well VFP Table dimensions 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
VFPPDIMS 
-- MXMFLO MXMTHP MXMWFR MXMGFR MXMALQ NMMVFT 
     10     10     10     10      0     18 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Injection well VFP Table dimensions 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
VFPIDIMS 
-- MXSFLO MXSTHP NMSVFT 
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     10     10     18 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Options for Equilibration 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EQLOPTS                                          METRIC  05:28 21 DEC 95 
              'THPRES  '                            / 
-- 
GRIDOPTS 
'YES' 
/ 
 
MEMORY 
20000 / 
 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Dimensions for summary file 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SMRYDIMS                                        METRIC  05:31 21 DEC 95 
   21000          / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Specifies a start date 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
START 
   1 'JAN' 2001 / 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Stack size for linear solver 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NSTACK 
   -1 / 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Output files requested to be formatted 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FMTOUT 
FMTIN 
--SAVE  
-- 'FORMATTED' / 
 
GRID    ================================================================ 
-- Chapter 2:   GRID 
-- 
--              Specification of geometry of computational grid 
--              (location of grid block corners), and of rock 
--              properties (porosity, absolute permeability,etc) 
--              in each grid block. 
-- 
INIT 
--NOGGF 
GRIDFILE 
1 
/ 
INCLUDE 
 'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\grid\pqfinegrid.inc' 
/ 
INCLUDE 
 'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\grid\permNEW.inc' 
/ 
INCLUDE 
 'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\grid\poro.inc' 
/ 
INCLUDE 
 'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\grid\ntg.inc' 
/ 
 
RPTGRID 
--'ALLNNC' 
/ 
 
--RPTGRID                                          METRIC   00:41 16 SEP 85 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 / 
-- 
-- End Grid Data 
-- 
 
EDIT    ================================================================= 
-- 
INCLUDE 
 'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\grid\EDITNNC.SECT' 
/ 
 
RPTGRID 
--'ALLNNC' 
/ 
 
--RPTGRID                                          METRIC   00:41 16 SEP 85 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
--   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 / 
-- 
-- End Grid Data 
-- 
 
PROPS   =============================================================== 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- 
-- Chapter 3:   PROPS 
-- 
--              Tables of properties of reservoir rock and fluids 
--              as functions of fluid pressures, saturations and 
--              compositions (density, viscosity, relative perm., 
--              capillary pressures etc. ) 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MESSAGES 
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10* 100 / 
-- 
EHYSTR 
1* -1 1* 1* PC/ 
-- 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\sat2pSATIMB.inc' 
/ 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\pvt3pNEW.inc' 
/ 
-- 
-- 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\endpoints-original.inc' 
/ 
RPTPROPS 
  9*0 / 
 
REGIONS  ******************************************************** 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- 
-- Chapter 4:   REGIONS 
-- 
--              Splits computational grid into regions for calculation 
--              of:- 
--              + PVT Properties (Fluid Densities and Viscosities) 
--              + Saturation Properties (Relative Perms and Cap. Pres) 
--              + Initial Conditions (Equilibrium pressures and 
--                saturations) 
--              + Fluids in Place (Fluid in place and inter-region 
--                flows) 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\regionsNEWhyster.inc' 
/ 
RPTREGS 
-- 
-- Controls output from Regions section 
-- 
-- PVT Regions   Satur. Regions  Equilib. Regions  Fluid In Place Regs 
-- -----------   --------------  ----------------  ------------------- 
       0                 0              0                0 
/ 
SOLUTION  ============================================================= 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Chapter 5:   SOLUTION 
-- 
--              Specification of initial conditions in reservoir 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\solutionNEW.inc' 
/ 
-- 
SUMMARY  =============================================================== 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Chapter 6:   SUMMARY 
-- 
--              Specification of data to be written to the summary file 
--              after each time step. It is necessary if certain types 
--              of graphical output (e.g. water-cut as a function of 
--              time) are to be generated after the run has finished. 
--              If this section is omitted, no summary files are 
--              created. 
-- 
RPTONLY 
INCLUDE 
'D:\Imperial_Reservoir\reservoir\summary.inc' 
/ 
-- 
SCHEDULE =============================================================== 
-- 
-- Chapter 7:   SCHEDULE 
-- 
--              Specifies the operations to be simulated (production 
--              and injection controls and constraints) and the times 
--              at which output reports are required. Vertical flow 
--              performance curves and simulator tuning parameters 
--              may also be specified in the SCHEDULE section. 
-- 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
RPTSCHED                                         METRIC   10:29 13 JUN 85 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0 
   0   2   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   / 
-- No wells or time stepping data are included 
-- 
-- REPORTING   
-- Year Start ============================================================ 
RPTSCHED                                          
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   / 
DATES 
31 'JAN'  2001 / 
28 'FEB'  2001 / 
/ 
END
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